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I would like here to consider a conception of 
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which is rather different from views I have heretofore 

held (as represented, for example, in Hale 1967 1 brie in 

as revlsad in Hale, Jeanne, and Platero 1977)~ My primary 

concern here will be to come to grips with characteristics of Walbiri' 

e structures which pl01ce that .language among so-called 
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w::i.. es of the simple corwei vable ~' o:rt. 'l'hns, for 

s simple transitive sentence contain! a ve , subject nomin 

an object nominal can be executed with any of s possible 

mants of these elements: 

{l) Kurdu-ngku ma1ik1 waji11p1-ny1,, 
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Mali.kl kB waj LUpi··nyi"' 

Maliki ka wajil i-nyi kurdu-ngku. 

!l.f •• 1· . VY aJ ]. lp}. ka rnaliki kurdu-ngku~ 

Kurdu-ngku ka wajilipi 1 maJiklm 

'l'he only rer<trletlon .tJ:n'e 5.G on the pos:tt:Lon of auxiliary elsm~ t 
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non~·auxiliary constltuent in the sentence (see Hale 1973 for details) ,,3 

or particular interest to the present discussion will be the fact 

that semantic expressions -- e.g., expressions corresponding to noun 

phrase consti.tuents in more familiar languages -- may be discontinuous 

in Walbiri surface structures., That js t th d · · . o say, · .e wor s which jointly 

form a semantic expression, a modified nomlnal, or a determined nominal, 

for instance, may "scramble individually", so to speak: 

( ~) Kurdu~j arra-rl tr ka-pala malikl waj ilipi-nyi wi ta- jarr'a-rlu., 

(child-DUAL-ERG AUX: pres ... du dog cbase-NONPAST small-DUAL-EHG) 

Maliki ka-pala kurdu-jarra-rlu ~ajilipi-nyi wita-jarra-r~. 

W~ta-jarra-rlu ka-pala maliki wajilipi-nyi kurdu-jarra-rlu. 

(etc.,, any order, with AUX in second positi.on) 

'The two small children are chasing the dogo• 

Although it is not the sole'interpretation which (2) can receive, a pro-

m:l.nent one is that in which the two words /kurdu-jarra-rlu/ ( chlld~·DUAL~"EHG) 

and /wi.ta-jarra~r>lu/ (small-DUAL-ERG) form a si.ngle semantic expresslon ·~"" 

corresponding roughly to the English expression •the two small children•. 

One can toll, of cou:r•se, that /wi ta-.i arra-rlu/ 11 goes wi th11 /kurdu.~ jarra~.rlu/ 

by the i.dentity of number case marking ( /-j nrra-rlu./ ( -DUAL·~EHG) ) • 

'rhis 11 splitting 11 of semant.lc expressions is not limited to norn:Lnally 

based expressions, it is a eneral characteristic of Walbiri. Tlrus, 

for example, infinitival ressions can also bo syntactically discon-

t:tnuous, as in the following: 

(3) Karli5•ngk~\j ta () ... rna-ju pajt1-rnu jarnti.-rninja-·rlnjinta., 

( boomePang.~HEFLEX AUX: per:f'-1-1 cut-PAS1'1 tr:i.m-INF-HEFLEX) 

1 I cut myself while tr:l.rnrning t11e boomerang .. ' 

Her•e again.v any order v of the non-auxil1.ary constituents is 
,:'.) 

t1 
' d th ·1~ i~ in aocond 1

1.Jositlona t prov:.1.,de. .c auxi. . ..1.ary ~ this s0nte11ce, the 



3 ""' -
two words marked with the reflexive complementizer (/-ngka-jinta p 

-rla-jinta/) form a single semantic expression -- corresponding 

roughly to the English 1 .... while trimming the boomerang'., The comp1e

mentizer marking on the discontinuous elements ind~cates that they 

11 go together" A And I a 1 f t• · t t · ~ · ssume ru es o seman ic in ,erpre ation will link 

the nominal /karli/ 'boomerang' with the direct object position in the 

predicate argument structure of the transitive verb /jarnti-rni/ •trim, 
5 shave, scratch'., 

With this brief background, it is possible to set forth in very 

pr·eliminary form the proposal that I would like to make concerning 

Walbiri. I would like to entertain the possibility that there exist 

two distinct types of language in respect to the syntactic base., One 

type is that appropriatoly referred to as the .X-Bar• type, in which the 

basic syntactic structures are defined by means of a set of phrase 

structure rules which impose a hierarchical, or "configurational", 

organization upon syntactic expressions., Engli~h is an X-Bar type 

language, presumably.. I would like to suggest, however, that Walbirl 

is not an X-Bar language., Rather, Walbiri belongs to what might be 

called the !!W-Star11 type., 'I'here are no phrase structure rules of the 

conventional sort, I suggest.. ri•o the extent that there :1. s a rule, or 

rule schema, defining the basic syntactic structure of Walblri sentences, 

it is of the following minimal sort: 

( 4) g -~~ WJA-

That is to say, an expression (E) in walbiri sj.mply consists of a 

string of words ( W) ~ a string of ar-b.i trary length. IJlhe word::; tho:n:Jslvn:~ 

are built by means of a set of word form~tion rules (possibly of the 

sort suggested in Nash 1979) bolonglng to a separate component of 

grammar, and they are 11 Jnserted 11 frE-H;ly, in an nrbt tr•ary 1 in.ear or•der :11 



to form an actual string of words. Mechanically, one can think of 

a "sentence" like (1) -~ say, the first alternative rendered there 

as being formed in the following way., We start with a string· of 

W-positions, as defined by the schema (4): 

( 4' ) w 
2 

w 
4 

Into each of these positions is inserted a word from the lexicon, 

randomly selected.. One poss1ble result is 

Kurdu~·ngku ka 
W1 W2 

maliki 
W3 

wajilipi-nyio 
W4 

This is now subject to various principles of form and interpretation 

which determine 1 ts weJ.J.. .. ,,for•medness and meanlngo 

It is important, I think (though I am not absolutely certain 

about ·this), not to misconstrue th.e schema ( 4) as a kind of phrase 

structure rule, defining some sort of "flat.11 phrase structure con-

figuration., · I th.1.nk that the proper way to view (4) is as an equation 

stating simply that an expression consists of a string of wordse 

There is, initially at least, no real structure to a sentence, apart 
6 

from the linear arrangement of words~ 

'l'his is not all tlwre is to Walbi.ri syntax, of course., A sentence 

is presumably understood as constitutlng some sort of entity., And, 

ther, it ls pre[m.rnably understood as conslsting of smaller express:i.ons., 

There must, therefore, exist certain principles call them 11 pars1ng11 

pr:tncip1es which, so to speak, impose a labelled bracketing upon 

any string of' word~) which constitutes a genuine expression in the lcyngun. 
IN SG End1 r~ux' ( .. )n~,SG~AB~l (41'1) ( (kurdu-ngku)ll.;' ;i - "" ( ka)'t:: ··~ mal.1k:i. -

·,'. ·_ "r·')~~NON})A.s;c} )~;,PRI~s] 
(waJllipi-n,>i 

These parsing principle~ are the cost associated with the W-Star 

wh:i.ch eli.minates phrase structuro r·ules .. 



If' there exist parsing principles which impose a labelled bracketing 

on strings of words, thereby, in effect, defining a hierarchical organi

zation of llnguistic expressions not unlike that defined by phrase 

structure rules, then what is the empirical content of the typological 

contrast being proposed here? I will return to this question in the 

final section of this paper, but it is approrpiate to mention here the 

essentlal difference between X-Bar and W·-Star languages, where:l.n the 

emp:trical content of this proposal -- assuming that it has any -- w:i.11 

surely be found to lie. The difference is thisc An X-Bar language 

has phrase structure rules., There i~ therefore, the possibility that 
rMle 

a phrase structurel\can be optional, so that a position in phrase 

structure can be unf:i.lled., 'l1hus, f'or example, an entity of the form 

(5) r J e NP 

can ex:i.st in. an X•mBar language(> There can, for example, be an "empty 

noun phrase" in subject position, or object position, etc .. , simply by 

virtue of the optionality of the phrase structure rule which expands 

NP (or, properly speaking, NMAX).. In the conception of W-·Star grarmnar• 

which I wish to put forth here, th.ls is an iniposs:tbility.. 'I'here can be 

no such entity as (5) there are no phrase structure r.•u1est and there 

is accordingly no way in which a phr>ase c1::i.n be left unexpanded .. , 
Further, 

I would like to ass(:)rt that there are no stlpulated 11 positlons 11 in 

W-Star grammar -- i.e.,, no positions like Hsubject position11
, 

11 objoct 

position", "head posi tion11 , 11 specif:ter posi tion 11
, or the likeo 'I11rn only 

notion of position that makes sense in a W-Star grammar is the relative 

linear position of words (and morphemes within words, of course) in 

strings which constitute genuine expre8sions of the language0 

there are no stipulated positions, no such position can be unfilled 

thu.s 1 the notion 11 11 doeJS not mako sense :l.n W··Star gramrnar41 



~ Some additional observations ln re la ti on to Walbiri surfa(;e 

structure" 

Before proceeding to flesh out the W-Star conception of walbiri 

base structures more fully, and to address again the question of the 

empirical content of this proposal, I would like to introduce some 

observations that would seem to contradict the JN.,,,Star.idea in rather 

essential ways -- namely, (1) the apparent existence of sub-clausal 

·constituent structure in Walbiri, and (2) the ~ossibility that there is 

a ~asic word order in Walhiri .. 

~ Apparent sub-clausal Gonstituent structure., 

In (2) above, and in (3) as well, it was seen that a semantic 

expression can be syntactically discontinuous i.n WalbirL. When the 

parts of a semant:tc expression are separated, it is nonetheless pos sibl.e 

to tell that the parts "go together" by vir•tue of what I will call the 

_2E.t~_gc:>:i;:_!,aJ.::..._§!..:~at2:::2:.~ that they have in common. 'I'he categorial signa tm::>e 

o:f a word can be determ:Lned from its_ part of speech (N, V, AUX, ., • .,) and 

i inflection, or la.ck of inflection, as the case may be.. 'I'hus, the 

word /kurdu-jarra-rlu/ is a nominal (N) inflected for dual (DUAL) number 

and ergative (ERG) case. Its categorial signature can be •xpressed 

as in (6) ~elow for our present purposes: 

(6) (N,DUAL,ERG) 

IJ.'he terms of the sit.~na ture - ·- l,, e ~, N, DUAL, etc.. -- should be understood 

els abbreviatory conveniences; presumably, the terms are actually featu:r•e 

complexes, though the elaboration of a feature system vd11 not be a 

co:nee:rn in this discussion (see Hale 1973; Hale, ,Joanne, and 1)1.atero 

19.-i7 1 ');1 1- 19'79 f t-' D"') 'l'h.fl 'llOl'd /wlta-.i,arrrl··I'lU./ ... 1 ; anci. n8.Sll ·or some sugr;es >J.OJ..""' "' _ 

is Hlso a nominal infleeted for dual number and orga Live ca:rn"' Bot.ll 

words, therefore, share the s categorlal signature -~· namely, (6)"' 



By virtue of this they can enter into a single semantic expression 

(' (the) two small ch:lldren.•), even if they are syntactlcally non

contiguous111 

But this is not the only way in which separate words can enter 

into single semantic expres siox1s <> The following renditions of U~) 

and (3) illustrate an alternative method ava.5.lable to Walbirl: 

( 2') Kurdu wi ta--ja.rra-rlu ka.-pala mallk:t wajllip:t ... nyL, 

(child sma.11.;,DUAL-EHG AUX: pres-du clog chase-NONPAST) 

"l1he two small children are chasing the dog., t 

(3 1 ) Karli jarnti-rninja-rlajinta 0-rna-ju paju-rnu .. 

{boomerang trirn-INF'-REF'LEX Aux·: perf-1-1 cut-PAST) 

'I cut myself while trimming the.boomerang.,,• 

In (2•), the nominal exprossion. functioning as subject consists 

of' an uni:nflected nominal word /kurdu/ 1 child 1 followed by another 

norninal 9 modifying the first, inflected for dual number and ergative 

case0 This illustrates the alternative method of "complex11
, or multi-word, 

expression formation utilized :l.n Walbi Here, linear contiguity, 

together' with the single, right~·marginal, inflect.ion of the expression 

as a whole serves to signal the fact tr1a.t the words can be i..mderstood 

as "going together" as a uni t,\ll< In fact, they must be so underc~tood in 

{2'), since I have chosen a word order there which demands that inter

pretation* Recall that the auxillary, if lts base is monosyllabic (as 

it is here), must appear in second position -- in the preferred usage, 

at leastG This does not moan, however, that it must follow the first 

word 0 The condition is s~1 t1 sf led if the st:r>ing preceding the au..x.il:trn·y 

Co ,,..-t···t·ut··e ~ -~n~·JE' "'X.,.,I'~"SiO"'' 'J_1'r·1n,c:,, /1r·1,17»,,.l·1.: '.~11''>8·.w.•,J'·'-·l.ry .. ··,0 ~r..L·1 u,/ TT1."nt; con&• , d,::; ,.1. ,3 t.:. ~lJ. {!) _} •:;:; l-' •.;:;;:,, "''° .. <.A.,~ ,~ • _, • I.· ··-- .1. :;c c<-

stitute a single expression in (2 1 ). 



'l'he circumstance :rep re se.nted by ( 3 1 ) is similar -- the two wor•ds 

preceding the auxl1lary are understood as for•ming a semantic expression .. 

'l'he unmarked nominal preceding the infinltiva.l verb bear•s the object 

relation to the latter$ Here again, the overt marking -- i~e., the 

reflexive complementizer -- signals the right margin of an expression. 

And this signal is :Pein.forced by the au ... 't:lliar•y, whose pos:ltion reasserts, 

so to speak, that the two words preceding form a single expression. 

In both (2•) and (3'J, and in general for situations of this sort, 

it would appear that sub-clausal constituent structure is involved$ At 

least it is possible to argue, as I have in the past (see references 

above, and also Hale 1976), that facts such as those represented in 

(2', 3'J constitute evidence for constituent structure in Walbiri. I 

wou1d like to suggest, howevert that these facts can be handled in a pe~· 

fectly adequate manner within the W-Star concepti.on of the Walblri base, 

and I will m~ke concrete suggestions later~ 

24)2., Apparent basic word ordero 
J"\#\~ 

Sentence (2') illustrates another general fact of Walbiri surface 

structures. In complex nominal expressions which are overtly marked 

only once for inflectional category (e .. g .. , case, number), the marked 

word must be final (right-most) within the string corresponding to the 

nominal expression. This condition is satisfied in (21 ), but it is 

not satisflod in the otherwi.so theorc?tical1y poss.ible (8 11 ) below: 

( 2") 1}Wi ta-.. j arra-rl u kurdu 1rn-pala ma li.ki wa j il ipi ~ny.i 0 

Two general principles of Walbiri are in conflict horse The position 

of the auxiliu.ry asser-ts that the string /wita-jarra-rlu kurdu/ forma 

an expression, but the principal of right-marginal marking assorts thnt 

lt cannot bo .. Hence, the unacceptibil1ty of (.~ 0 ). (It shoulcl rn1 p~:. 



be mentioned here that there is a way of pronounclng (2 11 ) which 

allows the interpretation 1 The two small ones are chasing the 

puppy' L,e .. , with /ku.rdu/ •child, young of anlmal• constr·ued with 

/maliki/.. In this interpretation, the expression precedi.ng the auxil 

:ts just /kurdu/, not the string /w:Lta-,jarra-rlu kurdu/(l The word 

/wita-jarra~rlu/ i~, in this case, set off :tntonat:tonally as a top:l.c!\l 

It must be admitted, however, that the intonational break, while 

normally very clear'ly audible, ls sometimes extremely brief and possibly 

altogether absent physicallye) 

rrhe principle that "the marked wo1"d must be right~~most 11 is clearly 

a statement about relative linear ordering of .words. However, it is 

unlikely that th:Y.s could be used as ev:i.dence for a -~M~~~. word order in 

Walbi:r•i.. 'l.'here are many conceivable accounts of th:ts ±'act -- an exp 

tion in terms of a fixed basic wo~d order is only one of several possi

bilities that readily come to mind0 A much more interesting question is 

whether there ar•e designated posi t:i.ons within complex nominal ssJ.0112. $ 

t~ 
Is /l.the ca.se, for example, that modifying, or restrictlng, nominals · · 

follow the nominal taken to be the Mhead 11 semantlcally? That is, is i.t 

the case, for example, that /kurdu wi tarn. j arra~·rlu/ (child small···DUAL- G) 

is corr•ect, wh:Lle the alternative /wita k1.1rdU··jarra~·rlu/ (small ch.lld<" 

DUAL-EHG) ls incorrect!) whcn•e the semantic 11 head 11 is taken to be 

based on the nominal /kurdu/ 'child t '? rI'his is a rather difficult 

question, and one which I simply cannot answer; this is one of the man;7 

areas of Walbirl grammar where the gPowing number of Walbiri··speakcrs 

engaged in language scholarship will have to bear the main burden i~ 

i 'i t lln t1ic•·t1' c q·1"' 0 tj· 01·1~· T1·1 case? whore I feo1 th.at p:rovo·nganswers o ... g "'·'··· t.o..c> -····'" ..!.·. ,, 

I control the dats. weill enough to say Domothing myt:\el:f, I rnuDt adrn.U, 
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that I do not have a very clear picture~ For example, consider the 

position within a complex nomlnal expression (preceding the auxiliary 

and, therefore, necessarlly taken as a unlt) of a demonstrat:Lrn, a.s :I.n 

the following: 

(7) Kurdu yalumpu-rlu ka maliki wa.jilipi-nyL~ 

(child that-ERG AUX:pres dog chase~·NONPAsrr) 

1 That child is chasing the dog*? 

Here the demonstrative follows the nominal it restricts, and this is 

perhaps the most common usage. -However, I have recorded the opposlte 

order as well: 

( 7 Y) Yalurnpu kurdu-ngku ka maliki waj i1ipi-nyL, 

(that:. child-EHG AUX:pres dog ehase-NONPAST) 
' 

At my level of knowled , I simply cannot say anything which is at 

all sensitive about se alternative forms. In the case of possessive 

constructions, I have recorded the genitive (possessbr) either before 

or after the 11 head11 (possessed), with about equal :frequency: 

(B) (a) Ku:rdu ngaju=nyangu·~.rlu ka maliki wajilipi···nyio 

(child I-GEl'Y·~·E;HG AUX :pres dog chase-NONPAST) 

( b) Ngaju-nyangu kurdu-ngku ka malikl wajilipl·~nyl~ 

(I-GEN child··EHG AUX:pres dog chase-NONPAST') 

'My eh11d is chasing the dogo t 

Although I cannot state any firm conclusions about word order within 

complex nominal expressions, I doubt very much that a detailed lnve:J·~ 

tigation of them will result in the discovery of a basic word order, 

or in fact of anything wh:i.ch would seriously contradict the w~.star 

conception of Walb:tr:t g;ranuT1ar., An account of the more 

' ' i . ' ' . 1 tion concern.ng rign~-margina_ ' . '1" • . "• } ·1 b ... r f .. Y' €.' '1 nLl r e1. J n g V'd. .. . .. e o .L ... e ... A., sbortly <• 



Infinitival constructions, like that in (3'), have fixed verb-final 

word order. That is to say, if an infinitival expression precedes the 

auxiliary, an unmarked nominal functioning as object of the infinitival 

vorb must precede the latter., 'I'his condition is met in (3'), but not 

in (3 11 ): 

{3") ~-Jarnti-rninja-$rlajinta karli 0-rna~ju paju-rnu .. 

( trim-INF1-REFLEX boomerang AUX;perf-1-1 cut-PAS1r) 

(As in the case of (2 11
) above, there is a weakly perceivable topicalization 

reading available for (3 11
) -- rorighly, 'While trimming it, I cut my 

boomerang', or 'While trimming it, I cut myself a boomerang.' 'l'hi s 

reading is readily available if an intonation break separates the first 
independent 

word off'. The sentenc~e is, however, only weakly acceptable, forAreasons 

having to do with the proper use of the ref1exlve cornplementizer .. ) 

The deviance of (3"), on the relevant interpretation, can be sub-

sumed under the principle aLceady dlscussed in connection with (2 1 ) --

namely, the principle according to which an overt categorial signature 

defines a right-margin of an expression. This will account for the 

preferred verb-final word order in infinitivals, in view of the mor-

phol9gi6al fact that the infinitival verb mtist itself bear the complemen-

tizer which serves as the categorial signature of the constru~tion as a 

7 whole* 

There are, however, exceptions to tho prevailing verb-final word 

order of infinitivals. Some infinitival expressions are observed to 

11 leak 11
, i;i,Jlowing certain ma terlal belong1ng to the exp re sslon to apr)oar 

after tho infinitival verb~ So fa~ as I know, this never happens when the 

inf in:i.t iv n1 ir:nnod J ::1toly precode s tho auxll :i.ary, but it hrt3 been ob serv od 
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in cases where the infinitive appears at the end of a sentence, par

ticularly where it is set off intonationally, as in the following 

utterance: 

(9) Nyanungu-rlu O~·jana ngarru-·rnu 
ya-ninj a-ku ngurra~·kurra-lku" 

ngapa-puru --

(he-ERG AUX: perf-·3pl tell-PAST -- rain-'I'EMPREL 
go-INF-JUSSIVE camp-ALL-then) 

'He told them, since it was raining, to go to camp 
(i.,e.,, go home) theno' 

Here, the allative complement of the verb /ya.,,.ni/ 'go, walk' follows 

th~ infinitival form of the latter., The verb-final variant is, of 

course, also possible, and in fact mor•e common: 

(9•) Nyanungu~rlu 0-jana ngarru-rnu :..- ngapa-puru 
ngurra-kurra ya-ninja-ku-lku., 

( •.,," ·~- camp-ALL go-INli'-JUS.SIVE~then) 8 

Leaking inf1n:Ltivals have also been observed in protasis, normally set 

offclearly by intonation and pause, as in: 

(10) Palka-ma-ninja-wangu-rla jalangu karli, ngula ka 
ngaju-ku-pirdangka-rlu-lku palka-ma-ni jukurra-rlu. 

( manifes t-CA.USE··INI•' ... NEG~·COND today boomerang, then 
AUX: pres I··DA'I'· .. COGEN -~EHG-then man if est-CAUSE·,.NONPAST 
tomOI'rOW·-ERG) 

1 If tbe/a boomerang is not found today, then my 
brother will find it/one toma~row. 1 

But it is rather rare to find a ~.ire ct object following the infinitival 

verb, as in (10); pre-verbal position is vastly preferred for direct 

objects, as in the following closely similar sentence: 

(11) Karli palka-ma-nir1ja-wangu-rla jalangu, ngula ka-rna 
jukurra-rlu karli palka-ma-nic 

(boomerang rnanifest-CAUSB-INF-NEG-COND today, then 
• . · ·t ·t C'lJ 0 P ~'0~P!ST) AUX :pres-1 tornorrow-EBG boor:v:;r~.mg man .. fes ·-· .'L ·.»<..~1; .J,J ,. •. 

'If I don't find tho/a boomera today, then I wil1 
find the/a boomerang tomorrow. 1 

'. 
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In general, while some leakage is possible, verb-final word 

order is the rule for infinitival express1ons. Before leaving this 

topic, however, I would like to mention one more fact relating to 

word order in infinitivalso This has to do with the relative order 

of arguments preceding the infinitive verb., 

Although infinitivals are preferrably short in Walbiri usage, 

only rarely display:Lng the full argument structure of the verb in 

overt form, it is possible to observe infinitivals in which both a 

subject and an object are expressed overtly by nominals. Many infinitival.s 

are structures of obligatory control, in which the subject nominal is 

necessarily absent; but some infinitivals are not structures of obliga-

tory control and, accordingly, allow overt nominal expression of the 

subject., One such construction is the obviative :tnfinitival, utili~d.ng 

the mo1~phol.ogic ally complex complement iz er / .... ngka·<r>ni €\<' $·r1a-rni/, as 

in the following sentence: 

{ 12) Ngar•rka 0 -ngku ka karl:i. j arnti-rni 
wajilipi-nja-rlarni. 

kurdu-ku maliki 

(ma.n-EHG AUX: pres boomerang trim-·NONPAS'l1 
- • ., child-DA'l1 

dog chase-INF'-OBVIATIVE) 

'The man is trimmlng the boomerang, wh:lle the child is 
chasing the dog@ 1 

Here, the infinitival expression is set off from the main clause by means 

of intonation and pause (represented by the dash). The subject in these 

obvia.tive expressions ls marked dative (/w·ku/), rather than ergative, as 

it would otherwise be in such a transitive clausec So far as I nm aware, 

the order of pre-verbal arguments 
obvlative 

the object.. And an/\infinitival 

is fixed here -- the subject precedes 
argument 

whose verb selects a aativ Jn ad ti.on 

to the dative-marked subject is, by virtue of t subj ec t;.~fic~:it wo1·d 

ordor requirement, unmnble;uou.s. 'l'hus, in tho following sentence, tho 



fh:-st dative is understood to be the subject, while the second :ts under

stood to be the indirect object: 

(13) Ngarr~a-ngku ka karli jarnti-rni -- karnta-ku kurdu-ku 
miyi yi-n.ja-:rleLt'n:L, 

(ma!1-ERG AUX:pres boomerang trim-NONPAS'l1 -- woman-DAT 
c.hild-DAT food give-, INF'-·OBVIATIVE) 

'The man is trimming the boomerang, v1hile the woman is 
giving food to the child0' 

To my knowledge, there is no requirement that the indirect and direct 

objects appear in the order given iri ( 13); the sole requirement is that 

the subject be firste 

· Assuming this ordering requirement to be a genuine fact of Walblri 

grammar, it must be accommodated in the W-Star account, which denies the 

existence of a basic word order in the norma1ly understood sensec 

~~ A 11 standard" an,alysis briefly considered~ 

The i'acts of Walb:i.r•i surface syntax are quite manageable in a 

standard analysis wh1.ch posits a basic word order and a h:l.erarchlcal 

constituent structure of tho conventional sort. 

Assuming that we can use the surface position of the auxiliary.as 

a '·nay of determining constituent st:ructure,i we have evidence within an 

X-Bar theory of Walbiri that a noun followed by a detenniner, or a noun 

followed by mod:lfier, or a noun followed by both of these, may con.'.:.1titute 

a single constituent in surface structure: 

(14) (a) Ku:rdu yalurnpu-rlu ka rnaliki waji1ipi-ny1~ 

{child that-ERG AUX:pres dog chase-NONPAST) 

(b) Kurdu wJ.ta-ngh:u ka mal1ki wajilipi-nyL. 

(child small-ERG AUX:pres dog chaso-NONPAST) 

(c) Kurdu wibi yalumpu-1:->lu ka maliki v1a;jilipl-nyie 

( chl.ld mnall tha t-EHG AUX: pr~ s do.g cha ~ie--,NONr A 



We may represent this observation formally by permitting more than 

one nominal to appear under a. single NJ.) (or·, more exactly, NMAX) node: 

(15) NP 

~' N N N 

I \ \ 
kurdu wita yalumpu-rlu 

We might account for• the possibility of hav:tng only a slngle, right-marginEtl~ 

instance of the case inflection in the following way. Assume that the 

case features, ·corresponding in this instance to the erg~tive case, are 

associ.a ted with the NP node., The morphologio,;i.~l component responsible 1'crr 
. 

spelling out inflectio:rnal endings can, given enough power, be instructed 

·1n situations of the type represented by ( 15) above simply to spell out 

a single instance (in the a.ppropr•iate al ternant, of course) of, the crrno 

inflec.tion at the right-margi.n of the noun phrast3., 

Now$ to account for sentences 1 ike ( 16) below (cf., ( 14b) above) , · :t:n 

which a noun phrase appears to be broken up, we can assume that a s 

rule exists which slrnply reorders the woras of a sentence, vd.thout :rogax>i:J 

for their membership in a larger subclausal constituent: 

(16) Kurdu-~ngku ka rna1.iki wajili.pi .. ,.nyl wi ta.~ngku"' 

( child·mEHG AUX: pres dog chaso~·NONPAS'l' srnall-EHG} 

'The small child is chasing the dog&' 

In someftases, scrambling might -·~ accidentally, as i.t were -- leave a 

subclausal constituent intact., But often., as in ( 16), constituents ure 

9 broken up,. We can assume that morphologica.1 spelling rules apply n.t 

the very surface -·· after sc:rambllng., And, in order to account f'or 

fact trw.t er~1twhile s:i.sters are :i.c3entically inf'lectod, we mu.st a8surne 

t~ r 0 b1• 01)~t~t·.~or1 .does not erase the cate0,·orial node dominat ·11e sc. u.m .. 1.ng v - . .1 t. 

rr 
C> 

lt g:l.ve:n sc but, rather, splits the cate ial node so t t 
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the immediate domination of erstwhile sisters ramains the same: 

(17) before scrambling after scrambling 

NP NP NP 
F'1 

';l p 
1 l 

"' "' ., 
El> 

"' .. 
0 11> " 

A 
F F n n 

I I 
N N N """ N 

This is, at least, one conceivable scenario., Another might be to 

allow the inf lee tional f'ea tur•es (rep resented informally as F'i .. o .. Pn 

above) to percolate down from the' NP node to the N node optionally:11 

say -- while the noun phrase is still intact. ,This would be another way 

to account for sentences li.ke (16)., Consistent with this second alter·~ 

native is the posslb ity of sentences like (16t) below, in which sister 

nominal words, presumably within a single subclausal constituent ;judg:!.ng 

by the position of the llary, a.re both inflected for case: 

( 16 •) Kurdu-ngku wi ta~·ngku ka maliki waj ilipi-nyi .. 

( chi.ld~·ERG small-EHG AUX:pres dog chase··NONPAST) 

These are much less frequent in actual usage than the alternatives (cf. 

( 16) and ( l4b)), and I am not certain of their• gramrna ticali ty.. I w:l.11 

assume, however, that they are grammaticalc Of course, if tho noun 

phrase /kurdu-ngku wi ta-.:ngku/ ir1 (16 t) is the source of the scrambled 

/kurdu-ngku ..... wita-ngku/ of (16), and assuming further that the me 

of a sentence is determined prior to scrambling, then we must in some 

way or; other ensure that the noun phrase /lrnPdu wi ta-ngku/ of ( 14b) does 

not give rise to a scrambled version /kurdu e.u wita-ngku, wita-ngku oee 

kurdu/, for- sentenee ( 18) be lov1 cannot mean what ( 14 b) means: 
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( 18) (a) Ku.rdu ka rna.liki waj ilipi-nyi wi ta--ngku., 

(child AUX: pr•es dog chase-NONPAST sma11~·EHG) 

{b) Wita-ngku ka maliki wajil:lpi-nyi kurdu"' 

(small-ERG AUX:pres dog chase-NONPAST child) 

..... 
'The small one is chasing the puppy., t 

The situation with lnfinit:i.ves is in some ways slrnllar and in 

some ways different.. Thus, one could p:r•opose that infinitives are 

tf:ln!!eless embed6.ed clauses underlyingly, and that an S-node dominating 

the wox-ds of an infinitival clause has associated with it the features 

which will be lnterpreted by the, morphology as an a.ppr•opria te infinitival 

complementizer (c.f. (?»') etbovP)~ 
(19) 

NJ? 
) 

N 
I 

kar1.i 

v 

jarnti-rninja-rlajinta 

As in the case of noun phrase constituents, the morpho1ogy spells out 

a single. instance of the cat~gorial signature., In the case of infini

ti vals:i however, this must appear on the 11 head 11 of the construct.Lon 

that is to say, the verba IJ1hus, some mechan1 sm must be ln troduced 

to ensure that a "leaking infin:i.tival 11 of the follow:i.ng utterly ungram~· 

ma:t;ical form is not producedg 

(20) "j ti .. ..... arn · · ~rn:i.nJ a kar1i~~ngkajinta 

Be this as it may, under the standard analysis we arc considering here, 

we can ass1~e that scrambled versions of infinitivals -- like that 

appearing in {3) above are produced in the same way as are scrambled now1 

phrases., Af:l :Ln the eo.so of' noun plirasos, so a1so in tbe ca~Je of Inf'in:l.-· 

tivals,. we could propose that the scrarnbllng process splits tho S-nodo 



~·18·,. 

so that the erstwhile sister constituents of the infinit:i.val conntruc·~ 

tion remain identically dominated for the purposes of the morphological 

interpretation of inflectional endingso Under this proposal, (19) would 

be the intact version of the scrambled ( 19') (cf(<} sentence ( 3) above): 

{ 19') 

f 1111 

s s 
J [F· Fi -:1 " .. " F . 

e "' 0 

6 n l 
I n 

NP NP 

' J 
N N 

kar>li-nglrnj in ta " .. ~ jarnti-rninja-rlajinta 

Of .course, this is only one possiple sconarioe The percolation alter-

native, considered above in connection with noun phrase constructions, is 

also theoretically possible0 .But this alternt:\t'iV(ill is weakened somewhat 

by the observation that sentences like ( 21) below are not found in ordinar;~r 

speech: 

( 21) Karll-ng1<1:aj in ta jarn ti-·rninj a-r.lEL j int a o.~1'na- ju pa. ju-rnu,l!> 

This is supposed to be the percolated version of (31) o While percci'lated · 

noun phr•ases, as in ( 16 t ) , have been observed in spontaneous speech;11 four 

thousand pages of text does not yield a single instance of the pattern 

represented by (21)& (This is not to say, of course, that the sequence 

/karli-ngkajinta jarnti-rninja-rlajinta/ cannot occur. It can, presumably 

as a 11 sp1it infinitival11 rather• than as a single constituent,., 'l'ho c:ruc:l. 

property of (21) is that the percolated infinitival is to be taken as a 

single, intonationally unitary, pre·~auxiliary constituent of the matrix 

clause& It is that construction which is in question here .. ) Hero agai~ 

the testimony of a Wa1blr:l·wSpea1dng lBnguage scholar will be crud.al.@ I 

cannot myself' make any relevant comment on the grammaticality of ( 21)' 

npart from tb.e negative obsorvatl.onnl eonrmont already rnado .. 

There is an additional complication associated with infinitivals, 

having to do with the inflection, by con~lementizer, of con8tituent 3 



other than the infinitival verb itself II) The split infinitival of 

(3 ). is perfectly well-formed°' In that sentence 1 the nominal marked 

with the reflexive complementizer bears the direct object relation to 

the infinitival verbe And, in general, nominals bearing the direct 

object relation to a transitive infinitival verb, which would therefore 

be ln the unmarked, or absolutive case in a finite clause or intact 

infinitival,, can bea:r• the complementizer V'ihen they are ·:gpli t away from 

the infinitival!!) But nominals which do not bear the direct object 

relation, and which bear a case ,inflection of their ovm (say one of 

the semantic cases, like locative, allative, or the like) do not accept 

the complementizer., Thus, sentence (22) below·does not have a variant 

in ·which the locative ar'gurnent appears separated from the inf'ini.tiva1 

and inflected with the objectlve comp1ement1zer /-kurra/: 

( 22) K.urdu ka-·rna nya-nyi, pir•l:i.-ngka nyina~nj a .. ~kur1'.'a ~ 

( ch.ild AUX :pres-1 see-NONPAST, stone·~LOC si t-INI''-OBJ) 

'I SOf3 the child (wbJle it is) sitting on the stone .. ' 

One can have th.e locative '' past11 the infini t lval verb, as in 

( 22') Kt:trdu ka-rna nya-nyl, nyina-nja··kurr•a pl:rli-ngka., 

(child AUX: pros~·l see'"'N ON1' Asrr, s it-·INF'-OB.J stono-LOG) 

and one can even have what appears to be a genuine spiit infinitival, 

in which a locative argument is separated from an in:C:i.nitiv<il to wll:Lch :it 

can.be said to relate, as in 

( .;;r2.t1) rj ] . 1 . k.a-rna kurdu nya-n-y :t. nylna-n.J· 8.--·kllrra" ""_ .,r .::i.··ng ca , 

(stone-LOG AUX:pres-1 child see-NONPAST, sit-INF-OBJ) 

One could account for the failure of tho locative expression here to 

take on the objective complemontizor by organizir1g tho morpholo~ical 

tl t tl f ' t } i l ' •t "E' '1CG ornmoda tod :tn component in such a w1:1y · ia · -.-i.G ... ae .; ·--·- w 1 c 1 ni-u, u' " -

th ~ ur ll~ i ~'~.o·t· c•o~t•1ir·1 e~rJin~•l ~rA S~nnly mU ~:rt.1 · CO!'J' 01 via. JJ.!'' g:t.'amma.r' •··- ,1,cc ,~,,. ,< ~- ''" ,, t:)'· ,. ·.,, • , 1 



10 
exclus.i ve.. A word of the form /plrli~·ngka~-ln1rra/ ( stor.e~LOC-Ol3J) or 

/pirli-kirra-r1a/ { stone-OB,T-·LOC) is not well formed ln Walbirlj evidontlyo 

Within the scheme just outlined, the surface position of the 

auxiliary can be stated in quite simple terms.. Let us assume that 

the auxiliary is initial in the underlylng representation of Walblrl 

sentences (for one argmnent that this is the case, see Hale 1973) .. In 

some cases, the auxiliary !!1.:.~Y remain initial (L.eo, if its base ls di

syllabic or longer), in others it~~~ remain initial (:Le .. , if it 

contains the negative complementizer /kula-/ and the first non-au.x:i1ia:r.>y 

word ln the sentence is the verb').. If the base of the auxiliary is 

monosyllabic or null, the auxiliary as a whole must move lnto second 

position within the sentence --- where it cli ticizes onto the word which 

precedes ito Otherwise. movement into sec position is· optional. 

'I'he notion "second posi ti.on",, in the system we ar•e assuming here t is 

defined simply as the position following the first :non-..m.txiliary con·~ 

stituent of the sentence. This may be the first word, as in the variants 

listed in ( 1, . 2, 3) above, or it may be longer' than a single word, as 
11 in (2', 31, 7, 7', 8). It simply depends upon what has happened in 

the derivation Er~o:i:: to insertion of' the auxiliary~ which we can assume 

·to take place -~~!'. scrambl.i.ng" 

All of this fits straightforwardly into the tripartite scheme 

for the interrelationships among the components of a grammar within tl10 

extended standard theory (as exemplified, for example, in Chomsky and 

Lasnik 19?'7, p., 431) ~ In abbr•evi.a.ted form, the scheme is as fo1lovrn ~ 

(23) Hules of' the Base and 
'I'ransforma t:ior:ol Rules 

Rules of 
F1orm 

Rules of Semantic 
Interpretation 



Walbiri probably does not have transformational rules ln the sens('; o.f' 

the extended standard theory., On the theory just considered, howevepl>' 

we can assume that lt hHs phrase structure rules -- i.e., rules which 

provide a constituent structure for sentences, along the lines suggest 

in this subsection.,. It also has rules of semantic :lnterpr·etatlon, 

whose purposes are ( a.mon~ oth~"r things)~--, to assign nH.,"?'anings to 

constituents, associate nominal expressions with argument positions in 

the functional structure of predicates, to determine anaphoric connec-

tions (control, etc.), and so on. F'inally, rules of form operate to 

define the actual surface struct~re of sentences. I am assuming that 

scrambling is to be classlfied with the operations commonly referred to 

as· "stylistic r•u1esn., ~Scrambling feeds the final surface adjustment 

whieh positlons the auxlllary., This ordc~ring is nC:;cessB.ry, obviously 9 

since the surface position of an inserted auxilia:r·y (i.e.,, so·~ca1led 

11 second posi tion11 ) · cannot be deflned for a g:i.ven sentence except by 
I 

reference to the f'lnal surface ordering of the non-.. au..xiliar:y const:L 

Although problems of detail clearly abound in an X-Bar theory of 

Walblri grammar, :lt seems to me yery un.like1y that such a theoriy could 

not be made to worko fJ'rH') more interesting qu.est:i.on is whether such an 

analys:i.s of the Wa1bir1 data is at all indicated., Does it do any r 

work that cou1d not be done in some other tl1eory? Are there a.ny counter"~ 

i.ndic&tions? 

Wb:Lle I doubt that tho phrase structure theory of Walbiri gramrriar 

i.~3 unworkable for walbiri, I do feel that there are cer•tain cou.nterlndieam• 

tions. Certain indications that the phrase structure theory is not 

propoPly in the "sp:trlt.U of WnlbirL. 'l'ho extraordinar7 popu rity of 

cl:i.scontirnwus expre::i slons, like those 1n ( ~~), l :3 one indication that 

the conventional phrase struetu:ce is somewhat out of st wl 
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the language.., But mOst ·disturbing that is.ll disturbing for a. defender 

of a theory such as that presented in this section -- is the fact that 

syntactlc or• morpho-syntactic arguments which might otherwisEi be marshalled 

in support of a scrambling-rule analysis of discontinuous expressions 

typically fall througho rrhore is, for instance. a potentia3: argument 
a scrambling analysis of -

in favor ofAdiscontinuous infinitival arguments of the type repx•esented 

in sentence (3), repeated here for convenience: 

(3) Karli-ngkajinta 0-rna-ju paju-rnu jarnti-rninja-rlajinta. 

( boomerang-HEF'LEX AUX: perf-1-1 cut-PAST tr~im-INF-fu1.:1'11EX) 

1 I cut myself while trimming the boomerang.,' 

If Walbiri were other than it actually :i.s, one might argue that (3) is 

necessarily produced by scrambling, since otherwise, there would be no 

source for the nominal word /karli-ngkajinta/ (boomerang-REFLEX) that 

is to say, it must emanate from an infinj.tiva1 9 where it bears the direct 

object relation to th.e verb., But Walblri does not permit one to make 
-

thls argument, for the following sentence, with no infini t:i.val verb present 

at all, is well formed:: 

{24} Kar•li~·nglrn.jinta 0-rna-ju paju-rnuo 

( boomera:ng-Hll.:T<'IJ'~X AUX :perf-1~1 cut~·PAS1r) 

'I cut myself while lnvolved with the boomerang.,' 

r:L'his exemplifies what might be called the "vague predicational11 use of' 

complernont:t.zed nominals in Walblrio It is extremely common in actual 

speech, r•iva1 in abundance the corresponding infinitivals., Such 

cornplernentlzed nominals receive an interpretation which resembles 

that of a full infinitival expression, but with the predicate left 

vague, or unspeciflecl., This, of course, suc:;;gor;ts an alternative pro~· 

posal for sentences like (3) which contain discontinuous infinitival 

express:tons 0 
1rhe aJ .. ternn.tive :ts si.rnp1y to genorc1.te the sentoneu as 



is, with two separate complementlzed words (one a nominal, the othcn• 

an infinitive)., 'l'here would be no scrambling rule at all., R th a .er, 

the dlscontinuous expression would be reassembled, so to speak, by 

rules of semantic interpretation., A quite general principle would 

operate on infinitivals of this sort to associate the complementized 

nominal with the direct object p<'/1si tion in the functional structur•e 

ot the infinitival verb (provided the two words are within the same 

domain, 1., e.,, same larger sentential exp:r•es sion (see below))., 

In general, this is the way things have proceeded., in my exper>ience 

at leasto Good arguments for a' standard phrase structu1•e analysis of 

Walbiri are not forthcomtngo There are arguments, but there ar•e always 

1•easonable alternatives which require few of' the standard assu:rnptionso 

I would like now to turn to a more ample, t:bough still very pre·~ 

limlnary, ex.position of the W-Star conception of Walbiri grammar., In 

this view of' Walbiri grammar, there will be no scrambling rule., Instead, 

the surface variety of word order simply follows from the fact that there 

a.re no stipulated positions in which words of particular• categories 

must appear in the surface form of an actual aentence; and this follows 

in turn from the fact tb.at there are no phrase structure rules in a 

w •mSt;ar• grammax•@ Tho elim:tna t:Lon of the scrambl:tng rule ls a def :tn:t te 

merit, since the capabilities of the rule, as I have imagined it at least, 

are l 1 . 12 
c oar y excessive@ 

A preliminary W-Star account of Walbiri. 

It should be mentioned that the W-Star conception of Walbirl 

grammar is not to be vlevred as a radi.cal departure from standard theor:1.es 

of generative grarr~ar. I vish to suGgest moroly that Walbiri, 



languages belonging ta the same type, lack the phrase structure rules 

13 which are the primary characteristic of X-Bar languages. In place of 

phrase structure rules, a W-Star language possesses a simple mechanism 

which produces concatenations of wo:r-ds drawn from th~ store of items 

created in the word-formation component of the base.. Presumably, tho 

word concatonator and the word-formation component belong to the 11 top 

part. 11 of the overall scheme depicted at (23) above.. I w:tll assume that 

a.11 derivatlon and inflection is accomplished ln the wor·d~formation I,. 
component of the base.., t None of this is done trs.nsformationally@ Thex•e 

a1•e, however, certain rules of form ( ill\ef/ s rules belonging to the 

11 left side11 of the grammar) which eff~ct encllsls and, thereforet 
l~ 

involved in the creation of su1•face-str•ucture words., <# 

are 

The primary addition which a W·~Star grammar requires cons1st;s ln 

category of expressions present in a given concatenation of words. 

eftect, these parsing p~inciples impose a labelled bracketing upon strings 

of words., I am not sure exactly where the parsing principles fit in 

the scheme o.f (23) 11 but it is qui.te clear that they produce objects w.hlch 

are the inp11t to rules of semantic interpretation (i.e.,, to rules on 

the 11 rigb.t slde11 of the grammar) - - I wil 1 assume, therefore, that 

the parsing principles form a part of the base, like word-formation and 

the concatenator~ 

In the following subseet:tons, I will attempt to J.llustrato how 

the parts of a W-Star grammar would work@ This will be extremely 

sketchy, since very little of the ldea has been anequately 

devel9ped at this stage 0 



3"1" Parsing .. 
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The \'Wrd concatenator is of no lnherent interest, slnc:e it 8 simply 

produces str·ings of words of arbi tra.ry length.. Our p:r~i.mary concern. 

here is in the interpretation of strings. Let us imagine that the 

concatenator has produced the following string of words: 

( 25) maliki ka-pala waj ilipi.-nyi kurdu wi ta~ j arra-~r·lu 

(dog AUX ~pre s-3du chase-NONPAS1' child small~DUAL-EHG) 

The success of the parsing principles, the rules of semantic inter•prflta on:, 

and the rules of f'orm will determine whether or not this is a genuinti 

expression in Walbiri .. For :i.llustrative purposes, I have chosen a 

variant of a sentence we have alreacfy- discussed -- namely ( 21).. Sent:.enco 

(25} differs from (2 1 ) only in the word order -- the meaning is the 

same: 'The two small children are chasing the dog$' 

The most elemEmte.ry operations in parsing a. string of words cons1st 

and I will be interested primarily in the 

pars 11 ,, ,. • • ] • 
of certain subfclaus · expressions -- nomina .. expressions ln -p a1~ti cul.ar so I will pa~rn rather quickly over other aspect::': of 

sing.. Let us assume, therefor'e, that the entire strlng of ( 2fi) is 

embraced by a single set of' brackets _,., i .. e .. , tnat it constitutes ari 

expression of some sort. Each expression is labelled in accordance th 

its constituency. 'l'hus, for example, if an expresslon contains a tensed 

verb and an auxiliary' it :ts A. lte.Jr1seJ serrte.k'\C (2' G The 18.bol. cons ti 03 

the categorial signature of the expression~ For present purposes, it 

ls suff:tcient to label O~\Y" sentence [s, PHESJ. The bracketed and 

labelled version of (25) is therefore as follows: 

(25') )[s, 
( mallki ka=1rn1a waj i.l lpi-nyi kurdu wi ta~ jarrn-rlu · 

The categorial signature here consists of two tenns, one indicating the 

overall category of the expression (S), tho o 1nc1icnt1n;,; t 

tional" category to which it belongs (present tense)Q Tho symbo1iZEL 



of these categor:i.al terms is to be considered abbreviatory in the 

extreme, I repeato 

In general, the elementary parsing operations define 

what I will term the "syntactic expressions" present in a string of 

words -- these are the words themselves, and the words that can be 

bracketed together, by virtue of linear adj~cency, into larger ex-

pressions. I turn now to a considera~ion of the subclausal parsing 

of (251).. For the sake of readabi.lity, I will suppress the outermost 

categor•ial label -~ - it 1 s to be u.nders tood, howeve1•, that ( 25 1 ) :i.s 

itself an expression, 1.eo, a tensed sentenceo 

3olelc Bracketing and labellinge 
"'~ 

Each word constitutes an expression and is, accordingly 5 individual~, 

1 1: , t d a 1 ~ i 1 d · th t ·· i · ~. 15 y lrac~e e an . .aae e wi a oa egoria. signaGureo 'l'he ca tegor:i. 

signature of a word is minimally the part of speech of the word base 

(N, V, AUX, o&o)o
17 If the base is inflecte1, a complex gorial 

signature is constructed by copying the features associated with each 
. 

layer of inflection (e.,g":ti number, case) into the signature$ following 

the term des:tgnatlng the part of speech, and in the order of inflectional 

layer (inner-to-outer)o A complex categorial signature is, therefo~e, 

an ordered set of catcgorial terms., 18 

(2~5 11 ) 

label1ing of {25 1 ) would be rough1y as follows: 

( " . ~1i] ( k l )rp" uiJ ( ,. . .f 1 i . . )[v] ma1iln.r·~ ,a-·pa a.\: WclJ.i.. pJ .. :'.'·ny:t 
rN] . rN DUAL 9 EHG] 

( kur>du f;, ( vn ta-~ j a:rrafi·rl u)\~ ' 

Sub clausal 

I have given only rainima1 categorial signatures 
.) ' 

for the verb and the 

auxilia:ry, since I am p.rima1~ily interested in the nornins.1 expressions 

e.t th:t~; point .. 



'rhe par·sing indicated in ( 25n} doe~::i not yet correspond to the 

meaning which I am assuming is to be associated with the sentence
0 

In 

particular, there is no indication that the substring /kurdu wita-jarra-rlu/ 

forms a single nominal exp res slon(I In fact, in the pa.rsing of' ( 2511), 

the two words form separate expressions. An additional parsing opera-

tion is necessary in order to form larger nominal expressions under 

appropriate conditions of linear adjacency. 

3.1.2. Incorporation. 
~ 

A basic observation vvhich I would like to capture here is that a 

.categorial signature defines the right margin of an expression -- corresoo 

ponding to the fact that the marked word is right-most in a singly marked 

nominal expression., I propose that there exists a parsing principle 

which, 1.n effl.'rnt, wldens the scope of the bracketing on a marked nominal 

to embr1:rne another nominal lrnmediately preceding: 

(26) Inco oration: 

Bracket together with a nominally based word N' any 
immedlatel:v preceding nominally based expression N11 

whose categorial signature is ontained in that of 
N' (removing, in the process, ed brackets 
around N1 1 

) ., 

Thls will pet'mi t the unmarked nominal /kurdu/ to entor into a slngle 

nominal expression with the ii~medlately following /vri ta- jarra-rlu/, 

s.inee the ca tegorial sir;na ture op the forrne:r' ( L, o o, [y]) is contained 

in that of the latter (Le.,, [N 1 DUAL, ERG]) o rrhe resulting syntactic 

expr'ession is as 

(27} 

follow;,~: 

. • . [N DU AL, ER a".1 ( kurdu w:Lta·~ ,; arra-rl u ) '" ' 
1
:..I 

The provisions of ( ~?6) porrmit other :Lncorporation::.1 a.s well, becau~rn 

all that is required of an expression in order for it to be incorporable 

in that of the word following., Conta:tnment,, :i.n the sense which appears 



to be empirically correct, can be defined as follows: 

( 28) ~!E;:Ln,.me~~: 

Categorial signature .'.::::. is contained in categorial 
signature b if it is not longer than b and if it 
matches, term-for-term, some portion of be 

Since ea.ch categorlal signature begins with the term lndicating 

part of speech (e.g .. , N, V), term~·for-term matching must proceed from 

1.eft to rlght. This permlts the following inco:rporations 

( 29) (a) [NJ (l:i}l DUAL,Enq] ---? [N ,DUAL, ERci] 

{b) (NpDUAIJ [N,DUAL,ERQJ ... ~ [p,DUAL,EHG] 
( c) [N, DUAL, ER(jJ [N, DUAL, ER§} [N, DUAL, ERG) 

but it disallows, among others,, the following: 

{30) (a) o~,ERGJ[iJ,DUAL,ERcj] [N;DUAL,ERcLJ 

(b) [jT,ERrJfp] [p,SRG], or [!(] 

{c) fj~,Pg [N,DUAL,ERcE} frr,DUi\IJ,EHGJ, or [N,PL,EH~U 

Assuming thiEJ to be co1~rect~ the following syntactic expressions should 

be well-formed: 

( 29 t ) (a) 

(b) 

( c) 

{ . . l ) iN ,DUAL .EHG1 
kurdu wi ta-Jar:x'a~"r u . LJ ' ;;J 

• . )(N DUAL,EHGi 
(kurdu-jarra wita-Jarra-rlu ' ~ 

(
. . . t . l ) ~"\I, DUAL, ERGl kurdu~·Jarra.~rlu wi ,a~,Jarra-,r u L..1 '..J 

So far as I know, this is the case, though they are not all equally 

favored. By contrast, the following are ill-formed: 

(30t) (a) {~·(kurdu-·ngku v1ita-jar'ra-~r1u) (N,DUAL,ERG] 

( b) -:~- ( kurd U-· nglo.1 w i ta) D~ $ Ci;R CJ ' c~a 
. . (}i· DUAL/PL EH c}J 

(c) *(kurdu-patu wita-Jarra-rlu) ~·' ' ~ 

The most interesting of these, of course, is (30 1 a)o I am relatively 

certain that it is ungrarr~atical -- should it turn out to he gram~atical, 

however, then a revision of the definition of containment would have to 

be mado.,, 



Incorporation must be defined as an optional parsing operation 

necessarily, since an unmarked nominal can always be interpreted as 

constituting part (or all) of an absolutive expression. In a trunsi-

~ive sentence, like (25), the absolutive nominal expression corres

ponds to the direct object of the verb. Although the incorporated 

interpretation of the aubstrlng /kurdu wita-Jarra~·r-lu/ is the most 

readlly ava:tlable, an 2:£incorporated interpretation, as ·in (25 11 ) is 

weakly available.. On this unincor•porated interpretation, the word 

/kurdu/ would be construed with its sister ab~so1uti ve nominal /ma.liki/, 

rather than. with the immediately follow1ng ergative expression., 

Given appropriate selection, a quence of unmarked nominal foll.owed 

by ma1:-ked nominal readily receives the unincorporated in ter'preta ti on"' 

'I1hus, for~ example, the substrl.ng /maliki wi.ta-jarra-rlu/ can read:t1y 

be understood as constituting two separate norn1nal expressions (one 

absolutive, the other ergative) in the following sentence: 

(31) Paka-rni ka-pala maliki wi jarra-rluo 

( strike-NONPAST AUX:pres-3du dog small-DUAL,,.·ERG) 

'The two small ones (children, say) are striking dog .. t 

In fact, the verb strongly favors this interpretation~ But the same 

substring more readily receives the incorporated interpretation (i~e., 

1 two small dogs•) in the following: 

(3~2) Muku··nga-rnu 0-pala maliki wi ta-Jarra--rlu.,, 

( all·~eat-"PASr11 AUX.: perf-3du dog small~·ImAL-I:RG) 

''I'he two sma11 dogs ate it up., Y 

Of course, if anything intervenes between the unmarked nominal 

and the marked one, only tho unincorporated interpretation is possiblo 

-- this is guaranteed by the stipulation in 

prec:ede Nt., 'l'hus, 
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(33) (a) Maliki ka-pala wita-jarra-rlu paka-rni
0 

°(dog AUX :pres·~.3du srnall-DUAL-EHG s tr•ike~NONPAST) 

'The two small ones are striking the dog.' 

(b) Malikl 0-pala wita~jarra-rlu muku-nga-rnu. 

(dog AUX:per·f-·3du. srnall··DDAL··EHG all-eat-PAS'I') 

''I1he two small ones ate up the dog.,' 

1I1he auxiliary is suff.tcient to break up the string and, therefore 1 to 

block incorporatione 

If the r"elevant two·"word sequence, unbroken by intonation, pre

cedes the auxi11ary, then the incorporated interpreta t:l..on is the accepted 
\ one: \ 

(34) (a) Maliki wita-jarra-rlu ka-p~la wajilipi-nyi 0 

(dog smalln•DUAL-ERG AUX:pres-3du chase--NONI)AS'I') 

t 'rhe two small dogs are chasing it., 1 

( b) MaJ..ik::t wi ta-jarra-·r>lu. 0-pala rnuku-nga-rnuo 

(dog small-DUAL-ERG AUX:perf'-.3du all-.oat-PAST) 

t r1•he two small dogs ate it up ci' 

rrri:ts last fact is not accm ... mted for by incorpor>ation directly, since 

that ls optional., An additional principle is at work here --- namely, the 
I"'• t l . . .. ..1in ,erna 

principle that a cl.au.se-,/\,; string preceding the auxiliary must form 8. 

• J 4 • .i. i- • .i. h J ' ( fJ:'hi s 1)rincl1-; sing .e expre:.:is_..on w1. t;1un (;. e c ... a1,.se., J: 

belongs to what I will call the 11 punctuatlon11 component of grammar~) 

This additional principle will define the sentence as ill-formed if 

incorporation has failed to apply in any case of the type.represented 

by ( 04)" 



In ( z5tt) above, the nominal /maliki/ is labelled simply [ N]., 'l'hls 

reflects the fact that it is uninflected for number and case that is, 

it is not overtly inflected for those categories& This lack of overt 

inflection, however, glves us partial information about ·what its full 

categorial signature should be.. Since th.is information will be uti1ized 

by other components of the grammar, I will assume that categorial s:i.g

natures should be complete. Thus, an uninflected, or partially i.nf'lec-

ted, nominal which escapes incorporation must have its categorial sig-

nature completed~ Although I have severe dottbts that th:i.s is the correct 
I 
I 

way to do 1t, I will assume for present purpose~; that the grammar in ... 

eludes a labelling procedure of approximately the f'ol1owing effect: 

Any remaining incomplete nomins.1 ca tegoria.1 signatu.re 
is assigned. (aJ singular or (greater) plural number, 
arbitrarily, and (b) absolutive (ABS) case. 

WalbiPi nominal inflection recognizes four bategorles of number: singular, 

dua.1, pa.ucal, and plural., Singular is unnwrked; dual is marked by rnca1w 

of the suffix / ~~ j arr a/, and pauca.1 (or lesser plural) ls mar>ked by means 

of the suffix /-patu/ (in the central and western dialects, at least). 

Plural number ( i .. E).,, groa ter plural number) is normally unmarked, LUrn 

the singu.la1", though some nominals can form a pJural by redupl:i.cation., 

1'he noun /maliki/, uninfleeted for numbe1'.'_, can be interpretEid either as 

singular or as plural _,_ although, in a tensed clause, tho c.1.uxi1ia will 

indicate the number of any animate noun construed with subject or objoct 

person markers., Let us assume,, for simplicity's sako, that the noml.nal 

/ma1ik1/ of (25 11 ) ls singular., E;.r virtue of (35), its full catcgorlal 

signature will be as follows: 



The completed subclausal parsing of sentence (25) is depicted in 

( 25' v ' ) below: 

( 25 ! t t ) 
fN SG,ABfil rAuXl fv) (mt:i.1ik:l) ·.~ ~ · ( ka~-palaj·i ( waj 11:1.p:l.-nylf' ~· 

( 
. . ':~·,DUAL, ERG"'.' 

kurdu. w:t ta- J EJ.rra-rl uf.I · u 

We have now completed the syntactic parsi.ng of' the word-string 

( 25) that is to say 11 we have iclent lfied the syntactic e.xpr'e s sions 

with it contains. 

\ 
Pl:>olegomena to sernant.ic interpreta.tiono 

I will assume that each syntact:tc expression is associated with 

a.n elementary usema.ntic. e.xpress:i.on" of very roughly the fo1lowlng 

form: 

(37) 

... } '"l 0 " 

The braces in (37) contain the meaning(s) of the word base(s) corresponding 

to the pa.rt of' speech terrn {:i..,e.,, N, V, 0 .. oi) appearing in the categ1Jrla1 

s:i.gnature, and tho square brackets contain the categorial signature its f 

(carried over wholesale from the syntactic (1.xpression).. I w:i.11 ind:tc2,to 

the association between the syntactic expression and the semantic 

expression by rneahs 

(38) (a) 

of a connecting line, 

lr""N SG Anc' 
( mal lki )f... " ' u • .:.i 

( I 1 ' s G' A BSJ 

t~DOGJ 

as in the following examples: 



(b) [ N DUAL EH~1 (kurdu-jarra"."'rlu) ' ' ' 

) l. _!';CHILD 

[N, DUAL, Enci] 

( c) 
. [N,DUAL,ERG] 

(kurdu wita-Jarra-rlu) 

l . l fii,DUAL,ERGJ 

~CHILD J" \. 
aSMAilJ 

(d) ( . jll~ "'~,· ·) rv ,NONPAST wa .. 1.pJ. :nyi L' 

' !!!:/erg CJIASE yab 

Tb.e meanings glven here a.ro hlgh1y· s.bbreviatory" I am assuming 

that nominal expressions ~i.re predicate 

The predicate meaning is indicated ln caps, and the 

symbol~ indicatet:i the argurnent poslt:i.on which wou1d, in a complete 

semantic analysis of a sentence, be associated with an entity of which 

the expression is predicatodo The 11 complf3X 11 expression (38c) ls g1.ven 

in the crudest form -- it merely shows that the two predicates are 

ugathered together 11 into a single expression .. 
~ Q \1'10\)'\'t 1· c 

this would be remolded into a propcr~expression 

Ultimately, I assume, 

c}<tJ1V1\lA~, but th:Ls is b<'Jyond the seope of the present diseusslon, 



and it is beyond my range of competencies as well. 

Verbal semantic expressions have somewhat more texture.., Agni.n, 

I glve here the bar·est essentials; I imagine, however, that a fully 

elaborated system would be along the lines developed in detail by 

Bresnan (1978, 1979).., In {38d) above, the predicate meaning is 

given in ca.ps 1 and the a.rgurnent positions are symbilized ~ (with 

subject.position. fir~t, and object position second).., In addition, 

however, the semantic expression associated with a verb contains a 

11 linking register11 indicati.ng how the argument.positions are related 

to other elements in the sentence. 19 
\ 

In (38d), the linking register 

indicates that the first argument is assoclated with ergative case 

and that the second argument is associated with absolu.ti.ve case., 

i~eglster wil1 be utilized by ru1e s of semantlc interpretation and 

construal which (1) associate argument position::.1 1.n verbal functional 

structures with overt nominal expressions, thereby evaluating th0 

va:rlables occupying those pos :l tions, and ( 2) re1.a te the person-madd.:ng 

suffixes in the auxiliary to the ·verbal argumEmt positions, thereby 

effecting subject i::i.nd object rtagroomentl1 between the vel'b and the 

auxi.1iary., ':Ph<::; regi.stAr is probably also used in expressing the 

control relations which associ&.te the subject argument position.:3 o.f 

infinitivals of certain sorts with fft.tbject or object fH'g'l.tro.i;;.nt posit.ions 

80 
in the functional structures of matrix finite verbs., 

The symbol ~ used irt (38) is to be understood merely as a 

11 placE:.-holder11 for the argument positions assoc:t.ated with predicate 

mea.n.ings., I assume that, in the actual .'38rnHntic :repro~1ontat'.1.cm of a 

given scm ten co, the argument posit ions vroulcl bo occupied by ( £11phnbo t1°· 

cally late) va:r:La ble symbol. s .... x ~ y, x, •• ~ o A 1 though I mny be 

utterly incorrect in s, I suspect that these variable symbols are 



not to be tmderstood as having the function usually e.t~~rH.iuted to them 

logical notatlon but 1 rather, as being equivalent to the "anaphoric 

indeces" of Chomsky (1978 and elsewhere) 0 Alphabetic :i.dentity sym·~ 

bolizes an anaphoric relationship and must, therefore, GOnform to 

conditions on bindingo 21 In ad 1 iti t th l · , a. on o ·· ese anap 1or1.c indeces, 

nominal expressions would presumably have associated with them 

n referential indeces 11
, notated in some app:ito p1~ia.te fashion" 

3*'2 .. le Merger..., 
·~""~""' 

W1 th th:ts background, we can turn now to the question of how the 
." 

phenomenon of 11 discontinuous expressions" ls to be handled in the, 

W-Star account of Wa.lbiri grammar" 11'he l'ele,.vant example here is ( 2) ll 

repeated for convenience: 

· ( 2) Kurdu-j arra.,·rl u ka-pala malikl waj ilipi~,,nyl wi ta.m jar:ra 

( child-DUAL""'·EHG AUX:pres-3du dog chase~·NONPAST small 

'The two small children are chasing the dog.,' 

And the relevant. lnterpretation is that coinc:tding vd.th U'.')" I wlsh 

to maintain that this interpretation is effected in the semantic corn-

ponent (rlght side of the grammar) by means of a spec.lal operation ch 

I w:l.11 call mePger, applying to semant1c expressions associated with 

syntactic expressions whieh are 1mrnedJ.ate sub-express:i.ons of a sentence. 

The operation may be stated in the following rouch form: 

(39) Semantic expressions sharing identical categorial 
signatures may be merged .. 

WG may symbolj.ze this by means of "rnergingH ansociation lines, as 

in ( 40) below.. In our example, merger slrnp1y cre::-;.tos .a· new semantic 

cxpre:rnlon in which the word-base meanings of /ku.rd.u-jarra--r1u/ and 

/wi ta-jarra~rlu/ are br'ou;:;ht together j nto a sin e not of braee<1 .. 

The resulting semantic expression is identical to that associated 



with the incorporated e"'".p. ~-~~ss-ic)n ./kurdu j j / A~~- w.ta- arra-rlu (see (38c) 

above): 

( . . _ f'i~,DUAL,ERGJ ( tfo,DUAL, 
40) (kurdu-jarra-rlu~ ~·· wita-jarra-rlu)~ · 

f I 1@,DUAL,ERG) (, I i,[N,DUAL,1mci) 
l ~CIULDJ" (:?;.SMALL) 

[ r.)~ aCHILD " 
-~ 

~SMALL . 

Merger must be considered optional, since there is an interpre-

t~tion available for sentences like (2) in which the identically 

marked syntactic expr>essions are not merged i.nto a single senrn.ntic 

expression.. This unmerged interpretation corr·espo:nds roughly to 

eoordina tion, as ln the Engl:.t sh sentence PJ.1hf.i two children ar•e chasing 

the dog, and they (the children) are small', or the 11 af'terthought 11 

construction • r:.Phe two children are chasing the dog --· that i.s, the 

11 . 22 sma ones are•., 

3 2o2o Translatiori of categorial signatures., 

Categorial signatures contaln terms of three types: (1) part-

of-speech terms, 1 ike N., V, etc.,, ( ~:,) semantic categorJ.al ex tensions j) 

li.ke number and the 11 semantic cases 11 (e,,g 4 , locative, allatlve), and 

(3) the grammatical cases@ TGrms of the second type contribute to 

the semantic content of expressions, and, although I will not attempt 

to fo~1ulate them here, I will assume that the semantic component of 

the grammar includes rules which 11 translate 11 these categor:Lal terms 

into semantic expressions to be inserted into the pair of braces 

· de1iml ting the expression as a whole$ 'J'hus, for example, the mJn1bor 

term DUAL, I wi11 &8sumej' :i.a translated into the procHcate 2:-.T·;;o, so 

that the completed semantic expression in (40) is as follows: 



( 40 ! ) 
., 

The translation of a semantic case term will be mor·e complex.,· 

It seems reasonable to suggest that they are two-place predicates, 

semantically. 'l'h11s, the locative~ for example might be translated 

approximately as .QATa, as in the following 23 

( 4f.) (pirli-ngka)Ur' SG, LOG' 0 .. :) 

I (11, SG, LOG' ••• J 
~~STONE -

) -~ONE 

i !:;.ATa . . 

When the argument position "holder!! !~ :ls replaced by alphabetic variables~ 

it will be stipulated that the rlght-argumen,t position of' the semantic 

case term is bound to the 1ef.'t-argument position. in the othe:t' predicates 

contained irt the semantic 

(41 1 ) 

expression: 

~. u~, SG, IiOC j ., • :) 

ySTONE 

yONE 

xA'l'y 

rrh~3 lefl:;""argument of the locative 1night be bound to an of 

matrix verb, as in (42) below, vbere it is bound to the subject, or 

absolutively linked, argument position so that the locative expressim 

is unde1".stood as denoting the location of the entity referrod to by 

th . 1 /l· ·1 /· 24 
· .J3 nom:urn.. nu cu • 

( 42) Kurdu 1rn nyi.:na-rni pirli-ngka" 

(child AUX:pres s:°Lt·~NCNPAi>T stone-LOG) 
'The child ls sitting on the stone.• 



rrhus, so to speak, the nom:lnal /kurdu/ 1 chlld t corresponds to the 

subject, not only of the verb but of the locative expression as 

wello 1:J.1he nominal /pir•l1/ 1 stone• corresponds to the object of the 

locative expression; it bears no direct relation to the verb, though 

the locative expression as a whole may be said to bear some sort of 

complement r•ela tion ther•eto I) 

Grammat1.cal cases (ERG, ABS, DAT) receive no· translation., ':Chey 

do not have an inhBrent meaning. Rather~ they 2erve to mark certain 

overt nominal expr~ssions for association with argument positions in 

the functiona1 representation of a matrix prodi.cate, ln accordance with 
~ 

'· 
the linking reg:Lsterl) Although I will not formulate the rules which 

achieve this effect, we might think of the nominal-verbal association 

at issue here as a case of local 11 binding" -- an ergatively marked 

nominal is bound to a v·erbal argument position marked !2,/erg, Hr1 

unmarked (i .. e.,, absolutive) nominal i.s bound to vabs, and a dative 

nomlnal i.s bound to !:;/dat., We can s-yn1bol:tze th::t.s by alphabetic identity 

between a ver'bal are;umer1t position and the 1eft-argurcient position( s) 

in the assoc ted nominal., This is one way in which a variable in 

a predicate argument structure is eval.uated i0e.,, by direct linking 

to an overt norni.nal expression. Sent once ( 1) can serve as an example: 

(1) Kurdu-ngku ka mal.iki waji1ipi-ny:t., 

( child-EHG AUX :pres dog chase·-NON'PS'l') 

tThe child is chasing the dog. 1 

The linking may be portrayed as follows (the subscripts i and j are 

referential indeces, assumed to be associated with any definitely :re~· 

ferring expresslon): 



.,,.39 •• 

(l') 

)~, NONPAsii} 
{x/er>g CHASE y/absJ . 

This represents a sentence as comprising a semantic expression which 
\ 

contains smaller semantlc expressi.ons related in a c.ertain way" In th:Ls 

case, the nominal expressions are related to the verbal expression 

through the linking pr:i.nciple. 25 Since the verb here is transitlve, 

the ergative expression will bear the subject relation, and theabsolutive 

expression will bear the ob,ject relation (see Hale, J·eanne, and Platero, 

1977 1 section 5, for a discussion of the subject and object relations 
ll!w 

in Walbiri)o 

AUX-Verb agreement@ 

lilollowing the base of' the auxll:tary, there are two person maT'1dng 

(.£.!2.j.J • Wh.ile these positions may not be overtly occupie.d :i.n a given 
singular 

sentence, because of the fact that th:i.rd per son Ai s .::i:Lgnaled by ~-~.'~:2..~ .. :'.. 

of a person marker, we can assume that the aux:i.1iary w in a ten:Jed 

intransitive sentence is minimally of the form 

base ~" sub 

and that, in a transitive sentence, or any sentence includinr; both 

subject a.nd object arguments, 1t is min:i.rnally of th,:: form 

base +- su1) 'I" ob 
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(For details of person marking in Walbiri, see Hale 1973.) This 

is exemplified in the following sentences: 

(43) (a) Ngaju ka-rna mata-·jarr.i-mL. 

(I Alf.A: pre s·~·l tired··INCHOATIVE-·NONPAST) 

t I am getting t:tred"' 

( b) Ngajulu-rl:u ka-rna~·palangu maliki-jarra nya-nyi" 

( I-EHG AUX :pres~·l-3du dog-DUAL see-NONPAS'I') 

'I see t~e two dogs~' 

In these sentences, the person markers are overt. In (43a), the 
/-rna/ 

..:?.~b.J. markerJ\indicates that the sub_iect of the intran.:3.1.tive verb is 

first person singular• and in {43b), tb.e same sub maPker appears, 

but in add:i.tion. a:n .2.!2.J .. marker /-palangu/ appears as well, indlcating 

that tho object of' the tr•ansi t:l.ve verb is third person duaJ.,, 

It is usual view the phenomenon illustrated by (43) as involving 

"agreement" between the subject (and object, if present) and the 

auxil:Lary o This 1s t . 11 es sen ,:i.a ... y correct, but I would like to alter the 

usual conception of this slightlyo In particular, I would like to say 

that the central phenomenon here is a construal between the person 

markers in the aux:tliaries and the ositions in the fun.ct 

representation of the verb 111 
1I1he relationship be two on the person 

rnaPkers and any overt nominal expressions ls, therefore, an :Lnd:i.rect 

one, mediated by the predicate argument pos1tions., The principles 

of construal may be stated, informally, in terms of the linking re-

gisters, as follows: 

(44) AUX--Verb construal: 

(a) subj is construed ~ith the ergative (erg) 
_l,,-f,;-"'t"'··'-18''8 ·'J'' ()'tlE' o·t··~'"'Y''''!'l""' l't'· l'r• CC)r1ct;ruod ~ 1 / .I. ... ., ~.) "" .• ,.; ' .J ~. 1-..,.. ..t-. '1 , <~ 1o.) >..;:. ' ..::> ,,. I>..) 

(b) 

with tho absolutive (abs); 

ob is corlst:rued wlth tbe dativo (ciat) if t.: 1••:J 

s one, ot wise, it is construed with the 
absolutlvet;'J 



Operationally, construa1 i.n the sense of (44) can. be thought of' a.s 

effecting a "partial evaluation" of tho variable occupying the relevant 

ax•gu:ment position., Formally, this might be repr•esented by attaching a 

copy of the person~~number feature comple.x onto the ~ppropriate varlaole 
the verb 

in the predicate argument structure~ {rhus, the subject L::i.rgurnent lnA of 

(43a) would have attached to it the following feature complex: 

(43at) 

where [r, 1-r;J _ designate the pePson feature1, and Eg, pjJ designa~e the 

numbe:i:• features" And in ( 4~Sb), the subject and object arguments have 

attached to them the following feature comple~es: 

( 43b f) subject 

[

+I l. 
·~II 

.ll·Sgj 
~·pl 

object 

Recall that the subject argument in the functlonal st1•uc.rture of an 

i.ntrans:i.tive verb is &inked to the absolutive cast); accordingly, lt 

ls marked ~Jabs., In the functional structure of a tran.sit:Lve ver·b, 

the subject argument position. is rnarlrnd !:!:,,/erg and the object positlon 

ls ma.rk:ed ~abs.. rl.'he lnformat:i.on contained in these 1.:i.nking registers 

:i.s utilized by the construal prina:i..ples to effect the cor1.--ect s.ttach:nents 

of person ... number feature comp} exes<!> 

In the surface structures of the sentences of (43), the subject 

and object arguments are represented not onl.y by pr~rson rna:ekers in tne 

auxil :Lary but by overt norn:tnal exp res~> ions as V1ell., 'l'he se, of conr:1G P 

are bound to the argument positions in the verbal functional. struGtUPOE3, 

in cr.mformi ty vriLh tho J.1nki.ng reg.1.r3ters { seo th-:} precedinrs subs'::;et Lon 

for ::iome dJ..scU3SiOn Of this) 0 rrrds est.abllshes (.f, r 11·· agreume1 , 

so to oak, connect:i.ng thcJ nom:tnal expross:t.orrn to the auxJ.liar;r vJn. 



the verbe In (43), the agreement chains are well ... formed,,. since 
-

the person-nmnber features inherent to the nominal expressions 

are consistent with thost:3 cop:i.ed :tnto the mediatint:, verbal argument 

positions.., By contrast;, a failure of agreemont on this account would 

arise if a nominal bound to the verbal argt:unent position by virtuo o:f.' 

the linking register had person-number fea tt:t:res which were in conf11ct 

with those copied into the argument position .from the au:;dliaryc 

Sentence (or rather, nonsentence} ( 45) below involves a failure of 
-..-~ 

agreement in thi.s sense, _[)_gcause the overt subject nominal expresslon 

is first plural inclusive, while the subject person marker in the 

aux.iliar·y, and therefore, the feature complex. copied into the mediating 

argument position in the verbal functional structure, is fi.rst per·son 

singular: 

(45) i}Nga.Ltpa-rlu ka-rna~•jana. maliki-patu nya.~nyi~ 

The correct form here would be as follows: 

( 46) N gallpa~·r1u ka-rlipa- jana malild. .. ·pa. tu nya-nyL,, 

(we: pl~ :lncl·~.EHG AUX: pre s-lp1: lnc1~·3p1. dog-PJ.; see~NONPA 

1 We a.11 (you included) see the several dogs<!> 1 

1rhis, in general, ls how agreement is handled in this system, 

though certain inossential details are left unmentioned here (soe 

Hale 1973 for some of those). Notice, incidentally, that a non-

overt subject or object markerp can count as a th;rJ person singular 

for the purposos o.f ag:t'eement@ 1'his accounts for the ill·~forrnodne!:;t} 

of ( 47a), as compared to the closely similar~ but we1l~·i'ormoc~ ( 4?b): 

(' 'qX . ' ,, ,.~ r) i"_',' ('.}}!'.' :·', 0_·, • ., [\iQ"ir-p ,~ ~)rf') .r ,i-';..U : pl C~»-> ..,,t, c J • ...,1.~ ... 1 ~J '1.>.. 

{b) 



3.2.40 Conditions on rules. 
~ 

In my discussion of parsing in the preceding section, I mentioned 

only one of the several operations ~hich must be posited for creating 

syntactic t:1xpressions by bracketing together· contiguous words - .. namely, 

incorporation@ Another important bracketing operation is that which 

defines infinitival expressions like that in (48): 

(48) Karnta-~ngku ka kurdu nya-nyi maliki wajil.ipi-nja-kur:ra. 

( woman-EHG AUX:pr•es child S(:rn-NONPASrr dog 
cha. s e-I NF'"" 0 BJEC~r IVE) 

. "I1he women sees the child (while it is) chasing 
the dog" t 

In this santence, the final two-word substring /maliki wajilipi-nja-kurra/ 

constitutes a single expression~ It is an infinitival clause in which 

the nominal expression /malild/ iB linked to the direct object argument 

positlon i:n the functional structure of the verb.. The subject of the 

infinitival verb is not overtly present in the infinitival clause but 

is controlled.by the direct object of the finite verb, to which thB 

nominal expression /kurdu/ is llnked., 

An extremely tentative bracketing principle for infinltivals is 

formulated prosaically in (49): 

(49) Infinitival bracket 

Bracknt together with an infinitival verb any immed1.ately 
preceding contiguous string of words,. 

rI'his wlll account for the more usual, verb~,flnal, type of infi.nltival 

expressionll but it will not accommodate tho.se (like (9) 8.bove) in which 

I>! \\ 

an element is leaked rightward past tho verb. I will, for present 

purposes, be content with this formulation, however$ If too mueh is 

incorporated into an infinitival by (49), independently necessary 

principles of grammar will presumably define t ::1enteneo a.s un1:~rf\n:r:.:i\, 

cal <I' 'I'hus, for exnmple, a nupernumerar•y nominal w111 fall to 1. :1.n'k 



to the infinitival verb, and hence the sentence will fail to be 

completely interpreted(! Or, for example, if ( 49) inadvertently 

lncorporated an auxiliary wlth the infin:i.tlval. verb,, there would 

be no wa.y to interpret the base of the auxiliary, since that can 

only be interpreted in concert with the inflection on a sister 

finite verb" 

I v.rill assume fox• our purposes here that an inf:Ln:i.tiva1 ex~· 

pression, like a finite one, is labelled s. 26 
In addition, however, 

an infinitival is labelled INF and, further, in accordance with the 

complementizer which it bears (e.g., the objective complementizer 

seen in ( 48)). 

The bracketing principle (49) differs from the incorporation 

rule embodied in (26) in that the words brc1cketed together with the 

verb do not lose thel:r- ovm labelled bracketing.,, 'i1he result, therefore$ 

is a complex structure with embedded, independently labelled, syntac c 

expressions. Applied to (48), the various bracketing and labelling 

procedures give approximately the following: 
rN SC "8RG1 l'Aux1 TN SG ABS) ( 48') ( {lcarnta-ngku)l:;; Jl x, · JJ ( ka}», •:J ( kurdu)l!. ' ' 

( ( 
. • )~·, S G ~ A B~l} 

mal1.k1. 

[v, INF$ or:i,.:iJ )Ls, nw, cm~) )8, PHE:~] 
(wajilipi-nja-kurra) · · · · 

Cor•respond:i.ng to thls complex syntactlc constpuct ls a ~rnrnantic 

representation in which the labelled parentheses appear as labelled 

braces occupied by the meanings of the word bases contained in the 

syntactic expressions. The semantic representation correspondlng 



to (48') is, very approximately, as follows (with variRbles occupying 

the arguJnent posl t:ions j and alphabetic 1denti ty there ind.tea ting 

binding relationships): 

( 48") •: 

[

. . ~ltT,SG~EHQ} 
xWOMAN . 
xONE 

l .,, 
{

""' · ~).lli.N,SG,ABS) 
yCIIILD • 
yONE 

.i 

W,INP,OBJ] 

With this background, we can discuss certairi conditions which 

must be imposed upon rules of semantic :Lnte retatlon. Ba~:::Lc 

wb.at ls neoded :ts a condition, or• sot of concLi.tions, which. rErn 

iD. . 1 5 I 't, gross eff'ects the 11 1oeali principles" discussed by 1\oster 

(19?8),, In particular, we need something c:lose1y similar in ehi-n•ac•m 

ter to the 0 clausE)-mate princ:l:ples'' of Postal {1971, 1974)., 

Among the semantic princ.:Lples whlch must be constrained are 

the following: 

([)0) (a) rnergor (e"g.,, as in (4:0) above); 

(c) AUX-Verb construal (as in (44) above). 
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We must define a condition on these principles which will guarantee 

that they apply properly in complex semantic constructs 1 ike ( 48 rr) ... 

In essence, we need to ensure that expressions belonging to the 

"main clause'' not be improperly related to expressions belonging to 

the 11 subordinate clause".,, With regard to E!.~r5~x::, we must prevent 

the mean.:t.ngs of /kurdu/ 1 child' and /maliki/ 1 dogt from being 

merged (as they might be, were they members of the same sentential 

exprE~ssion); and li~ must, among other things, be prevented from 

associating /kurdu/ 1 chi1d 1 w:i.th the object position in the functional 

structure of the infinitive verb, and from associating /ma.liki/ 1 dogi 

with the object posltion in the functional structure of the finite 

verb; and, finally, A.t~~~S~£~l.a~ must construe the auxiliary 

wlt:.h the finite verb, not the infinitive .. 

These requirements can be met if we impose e condition on 

(50a-c) to the effect that they, and rules in general unless otherwise 

ecified, must only relate 11 sister 11 expresslonso Let us understand 

u sisterhood 11 in tb.e following way: Expressions A and B are sisters 

i.f there are no braces surrounding A whieh do not also surround B, and 

vlce versa.,, 'The necessary condition can now be stated, informally, 

es follows: 

(51) Sisterhood condition: 

Unless it is expressly designed to do so, no 
rule may involve expressions A and B where 
A and B are not sistors~ 

'l'his will achieve the desired effect., 'The unless-clause of ( 51) :i.s 

included to exempt certain rules which expressly violate the sisterhood 

condition -- amona_, those ls. for example, tho rule of control which 
t. , ~ (.1Ji; }t J Cv\1 !vV•f. . ---·---····~-··-.. -- . 

binds tb.e subject argurnen.t or the inf':tnitive (r::i.<:n"ked objoct:i.ve ( OB,J)) 
/\ ')? 

to the object argttment post ti on in the f:lni to verb.., 'J 
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Unless it is intonationally partitioned to receive a topicaliza

tion reading (tAs for the little ones, they are chasing the dog.'), the 

following sentence is ill-formed, because of the placement of the 

aux:il:lary in third, rather than second, position: 

(52) ~twi ta-jarra-rlu maliki ka"'·pala wajilipi-nyi. 

(small-DUAL-ERG dog AUX: pres-~~du chase-NONPAST) 
\ 

'rl.1:ts observation is not accomrnoda ted by any of the mechanlsms developed 

to this point. I would like to suggest that thls is to be accounted for 
belonging to a component of grammar 

by means of a special ruleJ\wh:i.ch, in effect, relates aspects of form 

(the 11 le ft side 11 of the grammar) to aspects of, meaning (the "right 

side")., 'I'he rule invo1Vt}d in (52), and identif'ying 5 .. t as ill-formed, 

might be stated i:nformal1y as follows: 

(53} AUX-second: 

Any str·ing which precedes the au.x.il1ary within a 
sentence (i.,e.,~ v.d~thin a la.rger expre~rnion bounded 
by braces labelled S) must constitute a single 
expression sister to the auxiliary .. 

This condition is not met by the string preceding the auxiliary in 

(52) above, since there :ts no way in which the sequence /wita-·jarra-rlu 

alikl.•/ car1 be t·1kdr1 go ~ 0 inry]e nomi'na·l e-xpl~eQRl0 or1 -- it must be rn . "' ··, " v c, ~> <"- "" . o . . . . ~ _, 

take as two separate expressions., 

I will use the term tuation to refer to the compon~nt of 

h ' h • l o ( , .. 'Z ) grammar w ic inc uaes oo @ Other concerns of the punctuation 

component, not to be deDl'c with here but.perhaps more customarily 

associated with the term, are conditiorts on and interpretation of 

the var:i.ous intonational and pausal phenomena .. ~. c.,g.., the 11 cornrna" 

· l' t~ ( f (10 ·iJ) l ) th=-
11 da~ih11 of of protasis and topJ.ca_ lZa ~.i.on c . ., . , ~ . G ·:ove , _,.J., 

si ta t.lo:n rind nfterthought (cf" ( 9 $ 1~2) above), nnd the various 



·~1s ... 

intonations of mood (interrogative, declarative, etc.)o I suspect 

also that the rich vocabulary of encJ.itic particles (e,,g,., /-ju/ 

'old information', /-nya/ 1 focus', and many others) are to be hi.:i.ndled 

w1thin the punctuat:ton component of Wa1biri grammar, though I w111 

not be able to explore this possibility hereo Be this as it may, 

the phenomena which I suggest are included here will, I strongly 

suspect, be of a type whose accommodation wil 1 require !'e to 

"both sides" of the grammar -- i .. e-0, both to aspects of form and to 
I 

aspects of meaning. 

These considerations suggest the following modification of 

the scheme depicted in (23) above for the overall organization of 

the components of grammar (with arrows indica t_ing a venues of reference) : 

( 23') Rules of the base 

Rules of 
Form 

Rules of 
l'm'lctua tion 

Rules of Semantic 
Interpretation 

I turn now to the 1a8t of the lssues I will be a.ble to discuss in 

this very br:lef account of W ~-Star grammar ~- namely 51 the phenomen.o:n 

of non-ov1Srt arguments .. 

3 i;4., Non-overt arguments in a W-Star grarmnar., .. ~~ 
A sentence like ( 5 4} below, utterly devoid of nominal expres ~; l. om;, 

is perfectly well-formed in Wa1bi.ri: 

(54) Wajilipi-nyi ka-pala., 

(chase-NONPAST AUX:pres-3du) 

'They (two) are chasing it~' 



The subject and object arguments in this sentence a:re not overtly 

represented by nominal expressions. There are various ways -- in 

principle, at least -- in which sentences like this might be accountod 

fox•. But one option is clearly closed to a W-Star language. One 

cannot asst1me that the non-overt arguments in such sentences are 

unexpanded noun phrases· (cf., { 5) above), because there are no phrfJ:se 

structure rules in a W-Star language.., I . 
There is one analysis of sentences like (54) which seems to 

me to be completely natural within a W~·Star grammar •N-· namely ll the 

analysis which holds that they are basically as they appear on the 

surf ace. 

Let us assume that this is the case for (54)., The initial 

semantic representation would be approximately as follows: 

(54 1 } 

[x/erg CHASE -y/ab~[v, 

·~I 

I 
+sg 
·"Pl 

'11he auxi.1:i.ary is given in more detail tlrn.n heretofore., The subjoct 

position in thr:; auxiliary is occupied by the element /w•pala/, indJ.cc:.t 

that the subject is third person ch1al; objeet po::;it1on is vacD.nt, however~ 

indicating that the object is third person singular. the 

construal rule (44), the person-number features in the auxiliary ~ill 

bo copied into the f1mctional structure of the ver~, yieldine tho 

fol lowing part1a1 evalua t lon of the su.b j ec t and object argurncnt 



positlons: 

abs 
ty iNONPASiJ 

But thls does not yet correspcind to the meaning of the sentence -- at 
does not 

least itjfeflect tho meaning which I understand to be the most natural 

one fbl'"' {54), :namely, that in which the subject and object are defin:t to 

in reference 0 28 I suggest that the definite reading corresponds to 

that in which the variabl.es occu.pying the subject and object argument 

positions are associated with referential indaces. And I propose that 

@. referential in.dex is a.utomatteall.y si.J.pplied to any variable (i$e.,s, 

anaphor;Lc index occupying· an argument position) whieh remains unbound 

after all other rules. of semantic interpretation have applied~, Using 

subscripts to notate this, the predicate of (54) is now as follows: 

(54 111 ) 

For our purposes, th1s comp1etes the interpretation of the sentence 

(leaving aside the translation of the catee;or5.a1 slgnat:ures)" Tho int 

here is to arrive at a semantic representation analogous to the li 

rendition of (54), in which the subject and ob,ject arguments are repre

sented by definltely .referring pronouns~ 1·\,e English rendi t1on ir; a 
o~ ·t\rd( "b )e c,i· 

Cl.0"'"' tr"''·1slat1'c)n of •·be rnra}b'Lr'i .. -exc'"'rt f.'c)r t1'·1A o . ..:E'l"'1e,,,~; w}1ic.b En.P:lJ.::ih wt, Cl.J., • . V .. > YI •• • . '.'-'J;) . ~ t;:, • ;~-;.,.. ~ 

nece s sa:t>11y specl fl es (tn singular third person prcmoun~~; tl1e Wnl b iri i.~J 

noc:e~;ssir:U:y lnexplic:Lt r;bout e:ende:r.\ 



positions: 

[
-~·~/erg CHA SI[~ -I 

· hr ,NONPAsi_iJ 
abs 

( 5411 ) 

-II -II 
-~s~. .~. sg 
··~pl~ ~pl 

But this does not yet correspcind to the moaning of the sentence ·~- at 
does uot 

least i.tf(eflect tho mean:lng wh1ch I under•stand to be the most natural 

one fur (54), namely, that in wh:tch the subject and object are definite 

in raference 0 28 I suggest that the definite reading corresponds to 

that in which the variables occu.pying the subject 1'Jl1d object argument 

positions are associated with referential indcces~ And I propose that 

a referential index is automat1c;al1y supplied to any variable ( i e e., jt 

anaphor1.c index oecupying. an argument posi tioi1) which remains unbound 

f f.. ]J th 1 f t:i . t t t '\- "l• di~ . a \,er a ..... o; .er ru .. es. o seman .,.c J..n ·erpr'e ~a ·ion llave app. 1.e .., Using 

subscripts to no te this, tho predicate of (54) is now as follows: 

(54''') 

For our purposes, this completes the interpretation of the sentence 

(leaving aside the translation of the cateeoria1 s1gnntures)" 1.'h(') int 

here is to arrive at a semantic representation analogous to the g 

rendition of (54), :i.n wh:tch the subject and object arguments are repl'e~· 

sonted by definitely referring pronouns. 'The English renditlon is a 
o·~ ·hi.fl o 'o je c.1· . 

f~r t1'1e g·ender. which English . ., . I\' . : close translation of the Walbiri·-except 

ni.:)cessnr:Lly specifles (in singular third pc:rson pronoun~); tl1E) Walbir:t 5..:c; 

nocessarll'J inexp11c:i.t out gcndel\ 



In a finite clause like (54), the primary (1,e~, subject, object) 

argur,1ents of the verb are optionally non-overt. ~:·hat ls to say, 

the sentence ls equally well~formed ~~E:.:or .!~~:92:~.~ overt nom:Lnal:3 

correspondi.ng to the primary argument posit:lons in tho functional 
non.~refl.ex:lve 

structure of the verb., And, in general, for anyl\finito clause, the 

pri.mary arguments may or may not be represented overtly by nomlnal 

expressions. This, of course, is entirely consistent with the W-Star 
i 

conception of the Walb:Lri base, in whlch there are no stipulated 

positions which must be filled by syntact:l.c phrases of spec:i.f'j.c types~ 

There are clauses in which a primary ar'gument .'.!!~~~~.!'. be non-·overt, 

however., Prominent among these are inflnitiva,ls which enter into 

structures of obligatory control -- such as that appearing, for instance 

in sentence (48) above. In (48), the subject of the infinitival must 

not be represented by an overt nominal s on within the infinitiv 

clause itself. {It is, of course, represented overtly by the object 

norrdna.l /kurdu/ 1 child' appearing in the matrix clause .. ) 

There is a natural way to accommodate this latter observation 

namely, by bin.d the relevant argument position, so the.t it cannot be. 

"i~dependently 1 ' evaluated0 This is what control amounts to& In the 

case o:f' ( 48) , or of any inf :Lni tiva 1 marked with the obj ect.lve cornp le•w 

mentizer, the subject arp;ument in the functional structure of' the 

lnf'in:ttive is bound to the object argument in the functional structuro 

of the f i.ni te verb (as indicate(} by alphabetic identl ty :i.n ( 11
) above) '-' 

The ~ubject position in the infinitival expression /wajilipi-nja-

of (48) cannot be directly linked to an overt nominal expression (s 

/kurdu .. ·ngku/ (child- G) or /nyanungu--rJu/ (he/ ) ) vd. thout 

violating the rule that the inf1n:i.tiva1 ~mbjoct :ts bound to tLe obj<:ct 

of' the fln:'Lto,, as requ:tred for inf.L:nitlvaln niadrnd objec~ti.ve {Lee., 



marked with the complementizer /-kurra/)a 

Another construction :i.n which a primary argument must be 

non-overt is the ref'J.exi ve-reciprocal? as exf:Jmplified by { 55 J 

below: 

(55) Kurdu-ngku ka-nyanu nya-ny16 

(child-EEG AUX:pres--refl see~NONPAST) 

'The child sees itself.' 

Here, the subject is overtly represented by a nominal expression --

namely.\) /kurdu-ngku/ (child-ERG) -- but the object is not, and cannot 

30 be, so representede Again, I propose to use the binding relation 

to account for this., I suggest that when the. obj slot in the aux:iliary 

is occupied by a reflexive-reciprocal marker (as it is in (55), where 

tho general reflexive-reciprocal element /-nyanu/ appears), &. eel 

rule applies to the functional structure of the verb to bind tho object 

argument (l.,e.,,, the dative, if' there i.s one, otherwise the absolutive) 

. ~ ~- 251 to the sUbJ ec u., This relation is represented by means of alphabetic 

identity in (55') below; since the object argument is bound to the 
.• .• ;52 

subject, it cannot be independently linked to a nominal expre~sion. 

( 55' ) 
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4. Some impllcations of the w .. "star/X-Bar typology. 
~ 

.. 
I would like now to turn to a very brief reconsideration of the 

question posed near the end of section above -~- namely, the quest:i.on 

of the empirical content of the typologlca1 distinct:ion drawn here 

between W-Star languages and X-Bar languages. The essential question 

is this: If the parsing principles of a W-Star grammar imposes an 

analysis on sentences which basically amounts to a labelled bracketing 

of.' the sort defined by the phrase structln'e rules of an X-Bar language, 

then how can one tell (eeg~,·how can a language learner tell) whether 

a particular language belongs to one type or to the other? 

A serious attempt to a.nswer this question may very well lead to 

the conclusion that there is, in fact, no empirical content to the 

proposal being advanced in this paper,, It may be the case that there 

X-Bar languages& Whatever the outcome, I believe that answering this 

question will constitute an advance in our under' standing of language .. 

At the moment, however, I can only say that I am placi.ng my bet on 

side of the typological distinction. And I would like to discuss one 

consideration whlch inclines me so to wager .. 

The are certain readily observable phenomena which can be considered 

11 eaprnarks 11 of the linguistic types contrasted in this proposal,. They 

are earmarks in the sense that their prosense in n particular 1 

is most consistent with one or the other type of base structuree ~or 

example, extensive use of discontinuous expressions is in this sonse 

an earm8.rk of n W-Star language, i.e.,, of a grammar whose base ru1e s 

do not necessarily gather to~other the words which enter into sinGlo 

subclausal expressJ.ons~ By contrast, :_;yntactic: co1L::;ti cnt ~itruct.t.;c": ~ 

in particular, constituent atrueture mot:tvatod by the ability of n 

constitu"::mt to act ns a unlt (to 11 move to tber 11 and "Lhc:J 11he) _,,, :l.::: 
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earmark of the., X-Bar·• t"YP°'., Sin :i la 1 t · · t1 , '" , . 1 • - r ..1..y, ex ~tinsi ve use of' aum.my 

noun phrases" (e.,.g., the Engllsh it 9 Danish d~) whose function is 

to 11 fi11n a certaln phrase structure pos1.tion is an earmark ( 1n the 

strongest sense) of tho X-Bar type; such entities make no sense at 

a11 in a Ianguage of the WM•Star type (sin.cm phrase struc.tu.re positions 

3'Z 
cannot €\Xi.st the:re)"' 0 Such earmarks, however, often do not decide the 

issue in par•ticular cases.. 'l'hus, if a language does not use dummy 

noun phrases, that f'act doefJ not necessarily exclude it from the 

X-Bar type (e.g .. :!' Spanish, almost certainly an X-Bar• language, does 

not use them) .. 

Another superf'lcial aspect of syntax which might be considered 

cri ter i is the phenomenon known as 11 scramb1inr;0 tt Scrarnbl.ing 

~ell be.thought 

out of' the spi 

1.dea e I think, 

scrarnbJ_lng 1 

languages have n 

be most consistent with the W-Star type and quite 

of the X-Bar typee This is certainly a reason~ble 

, that the surface appeax•ance of being a 

is only weakly criterial --- perhaps more W""StBr 

e word order11 than X-.BIO.r languages, but, if so, 

the difference is a statistical one rather than a linguistic onee 

Moreoverg lane;uu.get1 which, I am qu:l tc certa:tnJ constltute among tho 

very best X-Bar c.snd:tdates exhibit extraordinary variet:r in surface 

word order ( e., g..,, p apago; see Ha1o, J·eanne, arid Platero, 1977, for some 

discussion)c languages which are the epitome of the putative 

W-Star type e.g~, Walbiri sometimes exhibit what appears to be 

11 fixed wor-d ord ( c.f., ( 12 .... 1~2!) above, together w:i. th aceornpanylng 

dlscussion)., 

In fact, lt wou1d seem to me to be quite conslstent with trv) 

VJ ... sta1"" t;71;0 of l J • "l ~ t' l • . nr•c1 r:.r• c)f. r for a nnguage to t1ci. . .1 .• ze ne .... 1nen.1• ._., , - , 

word8 :i.n par~1 

thought of as r v1orc'l. order"' ]' th" c )""'"'" c .,_ ·i c)n 1· wou1 d 1 i kc to .:n . .LS ( .Lt1,.,,; , t,•., .. 7 . -



consider one fact which suggests that Navajo is a W-Star language, 

and at the same time one which makes use of the linear order of 

words as an important part of its grammfA.r<>~'\'.l'he fact of intor•est ho re 

is one which relates to the essential characteristic of a W-Star 

grammar -- i .. ee, the lack of phrase structure ru1es and consequent 

impossibility of 11 empty noun phrases 11 ( :L. e,,, of en ti ties like ( 5) 

above)o The discussion will depend heavily upon observations made 

by Platero in his recent dissertation (1978); certain relevant facts 

a~e also presented Hale, Jeanne, and Platero {1977)., 

As ln Walbiri, so also in Navajo, the pr1ncipal arguments 

of' a verb may or may not be overtly represented by nominals.. In 

(56a) below, the subject and object are both represented by nominals; 

in (56b) only the object and in ( c) neither 

(56) (a) yl't', d "'"' i t ,,,~,LL zaaneez y ·~z - .,, 
t. l 

{horse mule yi-kicked) 

'The horse kicked the mule.' 

( . ) ,,.,.. . t ., b Dzaaneez yi-z-a~o 

(mule yi·mk:icked) 

•rt kicked the muleo1 

(c) Yi-ztal., 

( yi~·kl eked) 

frt kicked ite~ (or 'He kicked him', etc.,) 

These sentences are 1. equally weJ.1 .. ~formed -·-· just as their Walbir:L 

analogues would bee 
of Navajo grammar, 

A t ] • ta t princ1y'l ('ratjvr-" Jn tn:rnsltive .sentcne ,, n. ex·:.rerne .. y 1rnpor; n , •. . ·'·· .1 ·" c _ :. . . 

l ti ii 1 ,.. ,.,.,...t DO'']' ri·i] n .'."'f!I". s~l.on bei:Jl"S .to the v::;rb® Basic'.11ly a: __ on w,r ca dl1 OVc>.i. · r JL .. '· • ,:, , • ,, ' 

it is this: If the v eont a +~1~ ()\)~)Dnt n•<11,1rnr• /yi-/ (as d003 0 !,.; l,. .:,,, l. ~ •;:-.:< ~~ ,J - I(' '!.. \..1 t ~" I 
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the verb in (56a-c)), tbBn the nominal nearest the verb bears the object 

relation to it, and a nominal immediately preceding the object (if 

one in fact precedes) bears the subject relation; if the vorb con-

tains the object marke:i:" /bi-M/, these erammatical relations are reversed., 

Notice that the nominals themselves are unmarked, their e;rammaticsJ 

function being determined by· their relative order position in co 1 t . , r .cer 

with the object marklng in the verb., By·. contrast, in Walbiri it is 

the nominals that are marked (in main clauses, at least), and their 

relative ordering has nothing to do with their grammatical function; 

instead, the case marking indicates how the nominals are to be rela d 

to the functional structure of the verb,, Small wonder, then, that 

' Navajo gives the appearance of having fixed word order vis a vis 

Walbiriil!I 

Platero refers to the principle described in the preceding 

paragraph by means of the abb:r·eviation IGH ( 8tandlng for _!nterpret on 

of Grammatical Helat ; see Platero, 1978, Pe 137, for a more exact 

formulation of it)., If Navajo is a W•nSta1~ language, then we can as:3umc 

that the IGH will assoc:tate overt nominals w5.th the subject and object 

argument posi tion8 in the f'uneti.onal atructu:r.~e of a transitive verb., 

And we can assume that~ if an argument is not overtly represented by 

a norn:i.na1 expresslon, the corresponding argurnent position is simply 

'· d 'th c f' r' tjaJ '1rclex 8" J." 1'"alb1°ri, t,hE3roby accountin[J'.) supp.i.l e w1. - . a. re e · en --· . . : . i. - 11 ,,; .,1 iv .. c) 

for the definite read associated with non-overt arguments in 

sentences like (56b-c). This would be entirely consistent with the 

general observation about Navajo that the effect of 11 pronomin1Jl:i.zntlon11 

is achieved by the use of non-overt arguments, as it is in laneua~es 

which are sa:l.d to employ 11 pronoun clrop 11 to the 

D t N n 'o :1• nr1 X-.f.3a~ r:iU. - supp o s 1a nv "'· .1 . J :.. .. , 1angunge. '1'hon 

1n1rno:»o • 
• VJ ~;LA< \c~ 
itAsnorn 

to st that non-ovArt ar nts in Navajo arc instances of [o 



L.e., empty noun phrases.. In fact, it would be virtually impossible 

t6 di1ellow this, given the optionality of phrase structure rules, 

except by fiat. '.I'he .functlon of tho IGR would be the same -- except 

that, now, it would assi.gn grammatical relations not only to overt 

nominals, but to "ernpty 11 ones as well.. '.I'he structure of sentence 

(56b), for example, would be as in (56b') below; and the first noun 

ph1""'ase ther~(i.e.,, the empty one) would be assigned the subject 

relation, while the second noun phrase (i.e., /dzaan~6z/ 'mule•) would 

b~ assigned the object relation: 

(56bt) s 

A number of problems with th:Ls account are discussed in Platero's 

work {particularly in relation to th~ necess inherent in th:l.s 

account, of constraining the appearancE) of empty noun pru~ases in 

certain surface structure positions in Navajo sentences; see especial 

chapter 3) .. These problems cast serious doubt on this analysis of 

Navajo, although lts superficd.a1 effect would be approximately the 

same as that achieved in the W-Star account -- i*ea» it would express 

the fact that Navajo uses non-~overt arguments in !tprononri.nalization., 11 

But there is at least one observation wl1ich makes this account vir-

tually impossible to maintaina I will turn to this observation fol-

lowing a brief digression0 

Where empty noun phrases are used as pronouns, it is reasonable 

to expect that they should oboy the well known, and extensively studied, 
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constraints on coreference between noun phrases within a sentence 

(e.g~, the non-coreference rule of Lasnik, 1976). In particular, 

it should not be possible for an empty noun phrase to be coreferen-
fl.O<~ il<>t:t f 

t:ta.1 with an overt
1
!.noun phrase which it both precedes and commands., 

1I1hus, for example, assuming that .Spanish 11 pronoun drop 11 phenomena 

involve empty noun phrases (an assumption which seems reasonable, 

but may not in fact be true), the conditions on coreference would 

account for the fact that (ti7b) below cannot mean what {57a) means: 

(5'7) (a) 
,I 

Juan dice que esta cansado. 

· i J()hn says that he/she :l.s tired., t 

( b) " . Dice que Juan esta cansa.do<ll 

'He/she says that John is tired~' 

Coreference is possible in (57a), but not in (57b)., 

Now, ~.et us assUJne further that the conditions on coreference 

between nol.m phrases are universal and carm.ot, therefore, be given 

up., In case 0 
.C• 
.L conf'J.;ict · between analysis and the conditions --

tb.e former, not the latter, m\lst yield .. In so far as I understand 

its implications, the following sentence (cited by Platero, p. 166) 

shows that the 11 ernpty noun phrase ana1.ysis 11 is impossible for 

Navajo -- at least it ls im~possible wit~out ad hoc, inelegant, 

rev:Lsion: 

(58) 1 "'"".:i"'··· h .. t'""~ . ···t ""()" . d t, A.cu:iac,an' EJS Jcti a eeci y1.--y1.1,., ··sa n ··CO y1- oo· s os., 
( (. ((. ' (,( t, 

(yesterday boy girl yi-saw-REL yi-will:kiss) 

tThe boy will kiss the girl he saw yesterdaya 1 

The English translation gives only one possible interpretation, but 

l t is the Pelevnnt one Cor our purnosos., The sentenee in'Jolvos a 

r'Hlative clause conr3truct:Lon,, lfovn.jo uses tho headles:3 rol<:itlve 



clause (Platero, 1978, chapter :::~) 9 and :Ln (58) 9 tho noun /at'66d/s 

located -~ir! the embedded clause, corresponds 1ogical1y to the 

"head1
t of the relative construction on the reading given., The relative 

clause is simply a nominalized sentence -- and I will assume here 

that, in the X-Bar account of Navajo, it is categori.ally a nominal 

(:Le.,, N).. 1'ersisting wl th the X-Bar account, since the re la ti ve 

clause is understood as''rnodifying'' the object of the main verbs- on the 

reading at issue here, it must constitute the nominal closest to that 

verb-- at least it must if the sentence conforms to the other~wise 

perfectly consistent principle embodied in the IGH.. But since the 

entire substring preceding the main verb belongs to the relative 

clause (the initial adverbi~l being semantically incompatible with 

the tense of the main verb),. the main-clause subject must be non-overt. 

Now, if non~overt arguments are empty noun phrases, the structure of' 

(58) must be as follows: 

( 58') s 

'·1 . . t' ;'/d . . . 1 t /( ) asn o.i a· ce yi-yJ.J.tl>. · sa n ·· 
I 

According to the meaning of the sentence, the subject of the main verb 

and the subj~ct of the subordinate verb are identicalo Yet the subject 

ls repr-esented ovor•t1.y only in the ..:::~~!orc~i:i::.:.::.:.!~~ cl;:iuse, by the noun 

/ashkil/ 'boy•~ ~rhus,, (58') is :i.n violation or the condition on 

coref e:rence, since the rnain-~clause subject precerl es and commands an 

overt non-pronominal noun phrase with which it is coreferentlal@ There-

fore, this cannot be tho correct analysis of non·~overt argu.inentG 

Navajo., 



To be sure, this does not prove that Nav·aJ'o :i t x B .s no· an - .;l:.1.r 

languageo It merely shows that a certain analysis of non-overt 

arguments, consistent v-:lth Dnd strongly suggested by the X-Bar 

system, is not e possible one for Navajo., In my judgment, this 

greatly strengthens the case for the W-Star conception of Navajo 

grammar. 35 

Within the W-Star account of Navajo, no mechanisms apart from 

those required by -~:E!Y.~ theory of Navajo are necessary to accommodate 

facts of coreference like those illustrated by (58). Platero shows 

that the IGH applies non··~1ocally, as well as locally., 'I'hus, if overt 

nominals do not directly precede a verb, the latter may, so to speak, 

seek f'arther to the lef't to find possible ove·r·t arguments., And if, 

this search, a transitive ver•b encounters two nominals in a row, 

it must assign grammatical relations to them in accordance with the 

IGH (see Platero, p.,. 146ll for a possible formulation of the IGR which 

will achieve the desired efteet) .. from this polnt of' view, then, 

e (58), on the reading given, simply does not irwolve non-overt 

argumentse. The subject and object of both verbs are overtly repJ:e.,,, 

sented by /ashkii/ tboy' and /at'eed/ 1 gir1• respectivelye. This 

a:nalysls, l t seems to me, resonates perf'ec tly with the W-S tar view of 

Navajo, and Platero (chapters 3 and 4) gives other facts of coreference 

and non-coreference which are also extremely suggestive for this view0 

In conclusion, I would like to contemplate briefly the ~uestion 

of how fundamental the typological distinction drawn here ls, a:1::;u~11:Lnc; 

t ·~ 1'• u' t• '3.J] J'E'"'l lfO"' dlfferent is 8. V/-·Star lanf.z.t.wge from 0 •)8 l.;1g .:LS ,ice ... y . 'lo ... o . " , 

an X-Bar language? 
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Although the distinction might appear to be a fundamental 

one, I do not think it really is •. It is a matter of whether th~ 

inltial syntactie structur•e of sentences is assigned by means of 

phrase structure rules (as constrained by X-Bar theory) or by 

par•sing rules which impose a labelled bracketing upon linear 

concatinations of words$ While there are, in principle at least, 

clear empirical differences between the two types -- linguistic 

phenomena which are, for example, unlikely to appear, or even im"? 

poss:i.ble, in one type, but very likely, or even requ:i.red, in the 

other -- a given language may,. through the bulk of data available 

to a language learner, present 5. ts elf as high~y ambiguous vd.th respect 

to its typological posltione I would not, therefore, be at all sur.w 

pri.sed to encounter evidence with in a single language community that 

some speakers of the language use the W-Star base, while other 

speakers use the X-Bar base@ In a language like Walbiri, I think 

the evidence which a language learner would confront is ove 

biased in favor of the W-Star theory¢ But I do not think the evidence 

is at all clear for Navajo. And it would not surprise me if, for 

example, some speakers, perhaps very many eakors, cannot accept 

(58) on tho reading given but must, rather, express that meaning with 

the alternative (59), which places the overt subject outside the 

domain of the relative clause expression: 

(59) 

'The boy will kiss the girl he saw yesterday. 1 

C..' h 1 't.i"' t'1·1'"Y O'X.1 st, m.i;.(ht have 1en.r11od Nm/!:-).1·0 [i~) en x-nnr • .:i 1..l c. s p ea Kor s , . ~ "v '- . '~ 

language, while thoc:e accoptine ( ) mi vo learned it as a 
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Institutes of Mental Health, Grant Number 5 POl MH133~)Q ... J.3.0 

I wish to thank Morris Halle, Ann Lekacb., David Na~h, .Tano Slmpsonj) 

Jean-Hoger Vergnaud, and .Edwin Williams for having the patience to 

allow me to discuss some of these ideas with thema 

And I wish to dedicate this paper to Fri~ Staal, who (longer 

ago than I would like t~o admi.t) first tried to persuade me that my 

"standard0 analysis of word or'der in ifilalbir-1 was, if not ent.Lrely 

misguided, at least contrary to the sp1rit of the language., I hope 

he will forgive me for being so slow in coming to grips with the 
f» 4$.'#'~1'ev, I ,J111 "(' 

probleme Of course, he is not to be blamed for thcAway in which I 

have tried to handle it. 

2G Walbiri examples are written in oPthography now in use 

in the Walbi {or, more correctly now, Warlpiri) community in C 

Aus tral:1a Ill 

The English translations provided for the examples are only 

approximate~ In particular, the use of the English definite icle 

is to be regarded as a convention~ not really a part of the trans .. 

lation, since the Walbiri is non-committal with respect to 

definitness in the majority of sentences used illustratively herea 

3o And for a detailed d:i.scusslon of 11 sncond pos:t.tion 11 see 

SteeJ.e 1973; and for related observations concern:tng the auxilinP:y 

category, see Akmajiun, Steele, and Wasow 1979. 

4.. 'l'he base of a Walbiri auxiliary may be phonologica1ly 

null., This null base .i.s represented 0 in the examples~ An auxi n 

whose base is null, 111\.e those vr'Lth monosyllabic bases, r~iust pear 

in second position j.n the surface form of sontences~ 



5. Verbs are cited in their nonpast for~, by convention~ 

simply to reveal their conjugation membership. The verb /jarnti-rni/, 

like all other diti· and poly-syllabic verbs taking tb.e nonpast alternant 

/-rni/, belongs to the second conjugation (cfG Hale, 1973, footnote 3)@ 

F'or a detailed theory in which predicate i:irgurnent structures 

play a central role, see Bresnan, 1978. 

6e There are, of course, many other ways in which one could 

look at. this., W"·StaJ:a grammar might, for• example, have two schemata, 

rather than one, say 

E 

and these might be thought of as producing a hierarchical, but 

rtunlabe11ed11 phrase structuretl' 1rbe task of the parsing pr:Lnciples 

(see 3.,1 below) would then be to "discover" the bracketing produced 
...... ~ 

in the base and to label the brackets. 

7. It is, of course, relevant to the issue of expression-inte 

wor•d order var:l.abillty to ask whether the following is grammatical: 

J t . . . 1 .. t k 1· k .. t 0 . . arn a-rn1.nJa-r aJin a · ·ar .. :l.-ng :ap.n :a -rna·~JU p8.JU·~rnu .. 

( trim---IN1"·~HEFLEX boornerang-·RE~FLB::X A.UX:perf.,.J ...• 1 cut-PASrJ.') 

'.l.'hls would be an instance o.f 11 comp1emcnt:ize11 percolation11
, marking 

both constituents of the infjnitival with the reflexive complementizor 

(see 8 .. 3 below for a discussj. on of pereola ti on in tho 11 standard" 
~ 

analysis). I do not know the status of the sentence cited in this 

footnote., 

e,, The position of tho onc1itic particle /-1ku/ is u1most cmti.rc 

free, except that it cannot attach to the aux11:L 

use is governed by scopal factors, and I su~>p.::;r; t fur 

gra.mma:r :is properly defined wi tb:i.n tho "punc tu::i tion 11 componon t 

(see \. 1 ) 1·· t i' (I~ 0 l ) i" (l 1"'10 t f} s 8 01'1 ·t~ J L)O O'N ., •. · • s appearance . n · .. , •:J - . ·" 
to 



9@ The brel'lking u,p of a constltu0nt would be constrained by 

the '1
1

ensed Sentence Condi ti on, presumably. 'l'hus, v1hile an infin:t ti val 

expression coulcl be b:r.~okt"~n up. a sU .. )"'""'1·,,.,,1t" t 1 1 1 . . , ·' C.•1:n:.uc · e ensec c. ause cou. d not 

(cfe Hale, Jeanne, and Platero, 1977, for sofue relevant remarks within 

a "standard" conception of Walbiri syntax)., 

10. But one must, on this account, also explain why the 

locative, and not the objective complement:lzer surfaces on the nominal 

in ( 2211
) o And this in tui-•n raises the question of' the status of' a 

sentence like 

(22 1 ! t) Pirli,,.kirPa ka*·rna kurdu nya-0 ny:t, nyina·~nJ a-kurra.e 

(stone-OBJ AUX :pres-1. child see~·PAST, slt~INF·wOBJ") 

This sentence is grammatical, with tb.e 11 vagu(:) predicationa1 11 read:i.ng 

of the objectively marked nominal (soe (24) below, and accompanying 

text)., However, in a brief survey of Walbiri grammar conducted 

by Robin Japanangka Granites, David Odling-Smee, and myself in 1976, 

GI•anites expressed some doubt that the type represented by (22' 1 ') 

should really be regarded as an alternative to the type represented 

by ( 22).. The same dou .. bt could, however 9 be ralsed in rega:r•d to 

(22H), though it is a close paraphrase of (22) .. 

11.. 'I'here are .some exceptions to the defin:i t:ion of 14, t.lX ~ (}$ i ~.~ 

tion given here. The ~ost interesting of these is the case in which 

an auxiliary appeara to be inserted into a complex verbal word, 

as in 

(angor-AUX:perf-3pl-lpl:excl-INCHOATIVE-PAST) 

'The got angry at us~' 

' /'. 1 . .. ·; ! 'J.'ho verbal theme noru KLL ·1.J-J arr:L··ml th h e 

i · ] ' ( f' t' lt "'t' 3r,11·l·t·l' .. "1c.','", /lr. 1 1] .. U-·.iarri~·.J'n () .. }u .. ,n n/; · .s a sJ.nr; .. o wor•ct c.,... ·.ne a. ·crn.,,. · 1.ve . . . '"., " . , 

. in which the eomplox vo:i:•b l"'eme, 1s nterrupted)" 



120 The scrambling ru1o is either enormously complex, wlth many 

subrules mentioning all possible constituents and all possible 

sur.f'ace orders, or else 1 t is a rule of excessive power, capable 
re\a'(<\Vl<} . ' . 
of /\to the not1ora 11 immed.J.atc con.sU.tuent of' S11 and 11 wor•d11 • In any 

. ' 
event, such a scrambling rule would be of a special type -- not 

strlctly a transfor'mation,, nor• a styl:1.stic rule in the usual sense 

(like extraposition, for example). 

J?or an explicit account of sc:r:ambllng in La tin, see Ross, 

'1967, section 3.,1.,2 9 and Lapointe, in preparatlon. 
-.,,.,..~ 

13e I think that the W~·Star type of baEie, properly concEJived, 

would also preclude the possibility of transf'o!:'matlons., That iri, 

X-Bar syntax and transformations go together... I suspect that this 

follows from the defin:t t:i.on of' transfo:rmati ems as st rue turall endent 

movement rules., Some care must b~ exercised here, for it is possible 

to conceive of a model or the base, superficially similar to the 

W-Star model, in which transformations are perfectly natural., '11lrus 51 

care must be taken in defining the W-Star conception of the base ln 

such a way as to make i.t clear one way or tho other whether tho notlon 

of transformations ls, or is not, possible in a W-Star language. I 

b.ave not done tl:Li.s, pr:tmari.ly because I am simply not competent to do 

so"' 

Care must also be taken in judging surface syntactie facts in 

specific languages. Some facts might appear, falsely, to support t 
\J} l\ \ bi•f; 

vlew that trnn;Jformations ex:i.st., '.I'hU£·»· for exarnplo~. 1,ciuest:i.ons ( Lcq 

content questions) typically have the question word in init l 

positlon,, Rlt I'U i· 11 -'Lt ·i,, i·:iot no~',s:i.·D.1.e ·t~o 11 extract11 
"-'l, C. C EL-.y,, .&') J. _ 

wo:Nl out of a subordinate tensed clause (cf. Hale, Jn:::inno, and 

Platero, 19'77, soctlon 5) as :Lt rn'10.\1c 
lj,-.1t• (I 

if 11 m ovo ,, ru 

of c:ooms}cy ~n .t1.ls l)lsa leetures; for v:ero involved,, 



The fact that Walbirl has the question word in initial posltio~in 

sentences interpreted as content questionsJ cH:n be accommodated simply 

in the W-Star v:i.ew of' grammar,. Since any non-aux:tllary vvord can 

appear in any position, all question-word-initial sentences are 
syntactically 

automa tica1ly accommodate<]\ 'l1he interroga t:l.ve interpre ta ti on can 

by ,c;;ome l"i;:t.le of semantics . . .. 
be a:1s1gned/\to a. sontonce in w}:uch the quest:t.on word is f:l.rst -·~ this, 

I t 4asc~ually,, '01·· tl1" 11 r1i·nct1la .. ··-·Lo1"'" C'()·r1I)''J·1·1'"v1-1.- (see ·3 '.'>) suspec , .J..•·A"" concer:r... "' t)...c_ •. c.(,. '· -i. , .. "'" v •• ~.,;;:,, ~ 

since questions of scope 1 maklng Pefere:nce both to form and to meaning, 

are lnvolvedo 

140 rro say that Walbiri ls a W~-Star• lan,R:_Xmg,e is. I sh uJ a i.. t , , , o ... . 1.tas ·en 

to say,, a comment about its syntax, not lts morphology.. 'I'he recent 

suggestion$ by Harrls (1979) 11 that word morphology can be integrated 

into mX-Bar theory is extremely suggest:i.ve e Nash ( 1979) has begun 

to develop an X-Bar theory Walbir:i. word morphology which shows 

promise"' I see no reason why Wa1bir•i could not have hlerarchica1ly 

structured wor•ds, whic:h it almost certainly does, B.nd, at the same 

time, employ a W-Star syntactic base. One might be tempted to argue 

eat 

that all languages use the X-Bar or hierarchical organization in word 

morphology" Bu:t I think th1s is incorrect,, ~'hus~ for• example, ajo 

gi.ves ll tt1e ev1(3ence of hierarchical structurci internal to the v1cH'cL 

)'i1e tradition al nmorpherne order char•t 11 :Ls a. perf'ec tl y ad equa to 5 

extremely no.tura1, model for th<:i internal organizat:Lon of th.e most 

complex v1ords of Navajo, Le.,, the verbs, wb:ich havo from 9 to 19 
{<Ji·(· ·Q € f ) 

relative Ol"der posit.Lons ,,)H'eceding the ~;tern (depending upon the method 

'" 
of counting}.. WalbJr-:i .. v:ords are prev lingJ:y hierarchico.1 Jn Lr 

i.nternal structure, but the aux.Il:iary is LnteJ>ti.a11y f11:1.t, vine no 

evidence of hierarchical organization. 



15.. An aux:i.liary whose base i.s monosylle.bic or null must 

appear in second_. position, and certain ones of these -- e.g .. , 

nullP•base auxiliaries -- encllticiz.e to the word immediately 

preceding them" An enclitic auxiliary and the entity to which it 

is attached form a s.lngle word for the purposes of stress ass.tgmient 

and certain other phonological processes (eeg .. ,, vowel harmony) .. 

Clearly, therefor•e, a rule of enclisis must be involved"' See also 

footnote 11 above for evidence of a rule which can insert an 

auxili.ary into certain morphologicD.lly complex verb words. 

16e It is possible, of course, that words are labelled auto-

matically i@e., as a part of their formal entry in the lexicon 

or in the process of word forrnatione And perhaps this is tb.e most 

natural thing to assume. 

1? <I> 'Jibe pri.nclp1e parts of speech in Walbiri are nom.inals and 

verbs. The latter correspond primarily to active verbs in lansuages 

like Engl:tsh... Wf.!lbirl nominals correspond to English nouns, adjec tlves, 

many stative verbs, adverbs, and determiners. Another important 

lexical r-esource " ,;)~;!\.~~ 

rivall~ing il.~:.,,'f,l\~Ff"' 
'-' 

prefixed to verb 

ssibly also basically nominal in category, and 
j 

abundance, a.I'0} the preve1:>bs ~·~· these are norma11y 

stem8 and e_x.pross an extr'aordinary range of meanings P 

often somewhat obscure, but equally often quite straightforward. 

In add i ti.on to these cat ee;ories, Walb:i.r:t b.as an atlx11 :Lary, c on~ds ting 

of a base (expressing aspectuaJ., ~odal, and/or tomporal categories, in 

concert with verbal inflections) to which may be prefixed certain 

complementizors (the ne8atlve 1 the relative) and following which 

suffixes indicating tb.e per::;on and number of the principal arguments of 

the verb ow) .. An impreJsive lnventor3 of enclitic 

particles ulso exists and should, perhaps, bo accorded the status of' 

a minor part of speech. 



180 rrhere are some problems concern:tng the notion "catogor.i 

signature", havlng to do pri.marily with the question of' hO'N H deeplyH 

the signature should analyse the word. The problems arise mainly 

in connection with the elements b0longing to the class ·which might 

appropriately be called 11 derivatlonal cases".. rrhe5'8:r·e case like 

elements which also function to derive new stems~ One such 

i.s the propria.tive (8ometimes called comitative) suffix /-kurlu/ 

(cf .. the extensive discussion of this elementJ;i in many Australian 

languages, in Dixon 1976) 4' 'l'he problem relates to the scopal 

ambiguity which exists for~ expressions of the form N1 N
2

w·kurlu..; 

These can mean either 11 N1 poi:rnt~ssed of N2
11 or· 11 entity possessed 

X denoted by the expression N1 N <)
11 

CJ 
e.,g .. ,, /kurdu wita-kurlu/ 

mean either "child with something small 11 or 11 ent:lty {say, a woman) 

who has a small child 11
@ I am not sure, as yet, how best to handle 

this -- though it is almost cortainly to be done as a pa~t of the 

procedure which translates categor 1 signatures (see ,,.,,..,, .. .,,_,,,.~ 
19. The linking register for a given verb is defined by means 

of a set of "linking rules 11 (cf .. , Carter, 1976, and 1976-?, and 

Ostler s 19?8 and :tn prepar'a t:lon) which !'elate semantic roles to 

syntactically defined arguments .,, __ e., g .. , agent of causation to 

the ergative case, theme or patient to absolutive case, and so on .. 
for \~;alb j_:p i 

A theory of 1:tnking has not been elaborated~as yot, but resoarch is 

currently being done on it by several people at MIT0 

20~ The controlee can clearly be defined in te~ns of the 

llnki~rcgister, since it is alway·s the q1•\.)J·e.-.~t (' th 
0 ~'"' -- J.Ge .. , , e er ive 

argument position, if there is one, otherwlae the absolutive), but it 

ls not cl ear thsi.t thn ('Ql"">"t o"l] l"' r 
1 

Cl f'' d 
- J ., r ... e Cd.D oe ::~o C.LC~J.ne ·., P roxirna to l 1 ~1 f' .L n. :t "'"' 

t:t va18 (in /-karrn/ and in /-rla/) are controlled by-



but the ob.ject:lve inflnlt::tval (in /-·kur>ra/) and the obviativo (in 

/-rla-rni;v -ngka-rn1/) are problematic., The objective appear3 to bo 

controlled by the semantic role sometimes referred to as 11 themen or 

11 patient11
; ar:rl the obviative, normally not a structure of obligatory 

control, can sometimes be contT•olled by an 11 adjunctn datlve argu.mcnt 

(e$g$, a benefactive, a dative of indirect causation, an adversat 

dative, or the like), and the dative objects of Walbiri verbal express 

expressions c:orresponding rougb.1y to English wa~~___:f2.£ can control the 

obviative~ In short, the facts of control in Walbiri are not well 

understood, this be:i.ng another of the many areas which will require the 

attentlon of Walbiri-·spcaking language scholars .. 

21.. It is an :1.nterest:tng questton the e'.Xtent to which such 

notions as 11 subj acency11 ,. 
1
' opaci ty 11 , etc.., play a .role :i.n W-Sta.r syntax .. 

I suspect that such concepts. do make sense in W-Star syntax,, but that 

they are relevant not so much to syntactic objects but rather to 

semant:tc structu11 es -- see footnotes 21 a.nd 27 below"' Por dJscussions 

of subJacency and opacity, see for example Chomsky 1973, 1978, and 

Chomsky and Lasnik 197?.,, 

22 .. rrhe two expressions are 11 connected 11 -·m necessari1ysi since the 

sh.ared case mal'ld.ng i.ndicates tl:at they ar•e., The connection , I 

Su ""'0 t" ' ' t·o t 8 I'G ",., 3E .;i '1« a ~'Y)CCJ• n] ~oor·t Of 11 cor1tro]H ~ like tl1at ~ S.i:, c·;, 1.,3 ·,,.) .·gd.iCH.; <w · ,., 1 · ·'"· - .• ,. 

connecting an infinitival with an argument of a sister finite v a 

23. The ellipses in the categorial siBnatures of (41, 41 1 ) are 

included to reflect the fact that semantic cases are morphologically 

extendible by grammatical cases -- i.e., a locative can be extended by 

an ergative (to indieate that the loeatlve :ts 11 connected11 , i.n tbe 

SE)nse of footnote ·22 above, vdth the er tive, or· ::::1ubJect, ln•gumonL 

in a transitive sentence), ~s in the following sentence: 



Ngarrka~ng1ru 0-palo.neu yanld.rrl-je.rra luwa-rnu ngapa-ngka ... :clu .. 

( man-EHG AUX.: perf·~;~du emu-DUAL sho0t-PAS'l1 wa ter-LOC-EHG) 

. 1 Tho man shot tb.o two emus at the water ho1e.r 

In this sentence, the locative expression is construed with the 

subject it is necessary for trutb.ful use of this sentence that 

the person denoted by the su.bject nom.inal bo located at the water 

hole at the time of tho ovent which the sentence depicts. Again, this 

i~3 probably to be vlewed · as involving 11 cori.trol 11 ; the case marking s crvqs 

to indicate which argument in the funct1ona1 structure of the verb 

is to be taken as the controller. 

24., ':Phere :ts another interpretation poasible here, 2.nd qc:.:Lte gono 
case or else agrees in grammatical case with 

ly where a locative :Ls either unmarked for gI>ammatica1 /\the ~1ub.i ec t., 

Tht:; alternative interpretatlon ls that :tn whlch th.e locatJve is predici:1tod 

not of a participant in the evEmt cted by the verb but ra r of 
part:i.cul 

the event itsel.f-0 "' J~s a natural interpretation in s ::.:, 
"' /\ 

whose verb descr.i.bes an ac:tiv:1.ty, ra tb.or than a . 't' ·1 po~n .. iornL relation 

holding between soma entity and a place -- e.g~, in the following: 

Yu.rntumu-rla ka-0 lu V1 ar1piri wangkaw·rni 4l 

( Yuendu.rnu-LOG AUX :pres ~,3pl Walbiri spea.k·wlrnNJ:'P .. ST) 

'At Y~endumu they speak Walbiri. 1 

25.., In a formalized vera:l.on of tho grarmnar, the ef:1so c:es:te;rnitlon~J 

r•:La.:L sl 

expression to an argument position ln a ve:rb might si.mp boa 

well'"·formedno~1s eonc11.ti 1 may be bound to an arv1ment 

posit:Lon only i.f' tho tv10 entlt:i.es lfa 0
1
' in o:::iseo 

tu " o.) 
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26" ~~he 1abel S .:ts merely a conven:lence, of course., Properly·, 

I ima.gi.ne, expressions should d 1.:J1:":J.v:e their' labels ··.from their r'hea.ds" 
0 

A sentence is headed by a verb, and is therefore a verbal expression 

(and labelled V, presumably)@ It is not clear, however, how the 

notion 11 head 11 is to be ca.ptur•ed in the W-Star scheme
111 

27~ Presumably, control is subject to a constraint involving 

a relationship akin to subjacency (cf~, Chomsky, 1973)~ Assuming 

that t:tw binding of a locative expression to an argument position 

is a case of control {see footnotes 22-3 above), a subjecency con

dition would block the following sentence, in which the locative 

expression is taken to be inside the proximate infinitival expression: 

-l~Ngar•rka-ngku ka karli jarnt:t-rni, { {ngurra~,ngka-rlt~JN' L ' ] 

• J k l ·1f<:s, INF', PH OX, EHG] ny:i.r1a-n.;a-. a:r.:'ra-,r u
1

t . . 

(man-ERG AUX:pres boome1'ang ti~im·,NONI)AS'1:1 9 f fca:mp-LOC~EHG} 
si t· .. INFi,,_, PROX-ERGJ) 

•The man is trimming the boomerang whi1e sittlng in ca.mp$) 1 

The sentence would be well-formed if the locative expres on were 

not marked ergative, in which case it could be controlled by the 

subject of the infinitive ver·b ( wldc:h is j_ntransltive and, thor>oforoy 

has an absolutive subject)o Tho sentence would also he well-formed 

if the ergatively marked locative expression could be taken to be 

outslde the inf :i.nl. ti ve ( 1 rI'he rnan 1 s trimming the boomerang in camp, 

'"'
11.•Ll G· <• J• •1- 4

·• J.• n '" 1 ) ~, 1 ... ._> d v t.. k • Ge e 

If' the~::;e observatJ.ons are correct, then subJacen.cy must be 

definable in W-Star grammaro Perhaps the definition could be stated 

as follows: A is subjacent to B, where A is contained in braces 

not contrdning Bi and no rnore tlv;in ono (left- or .cl 

vones between A e.nd B.-i 



This definition is stated in terms of semantic representations, 

of course, since it is there that control relationships are defined$ 

(The illustrative starred sentence is given 1.n a mi.xed synta'Jt1c"" 

semantic notation, for the sake of convenience only~) 

Assuming that the sentence cited in this footnote, on the 

relevant interpretation, is indeed ill-formed, it is important to 

r•eallse that the anation of its :tll-formedness is somewhat in-

directe 'rhere :ts nothing w1'ong with the binding chain which links 

the locative to the subject of the finite verb, since it is mediated 

by the subject of the .i.nfinitlval itself (wh1ch, being marked proximate 

(and ergative as well) mu~~ link to the subject of the finite) 0 'I'he 

problem is thi.s.. Since the locative is marked ere;a tive, it .,~.'.:;!'::~~-sit; 

be controlled by the infinitival subject, because, according to the 

linking reglster for that :1.ntransi tive verb, the subject argument :ts 

absolutive. The only hope for the locat , therefore, is to link 

directly to thB subject of the finite verb, which is transitive. But 

that relationship is blocked by the subjacency condition. At least, 

this is the structure of the argument.., 

28 "11 Non~-overt arguments are normally understood as def.ini te end 

spec i fie (like English dofini te spec. if:i.c pronouns' ES:.)) E.;J:;~~' th ' ~. e) " 

Accasionally, however, an indefinite nonspecific usage is observed, 

particularly in ethnographic commentaries or definitions in potential 

or nornie form$ For exarnplc, 

Kajika pankiji-piya-rlu-yijala yarlki-rni -- kajika-rla 
marlaJ f:l•npurn tuny-parcli pank:L j i~·piya·· lcu-yi j alt.:i.. ""'- rel arr i ... ){J .i L"' 

(AUX: potential panki j l· ... LI E;;HG-ALSO bi te-·NON'P!i.S'r 
AUX:potential-dat causal-swelling-arise(-NONPAST) 
pankiji LI -DA 0 -- rri- T-OLDI O) 

'It (the rdarri ant) can bit~:; one .iust .like t'rrn n<1 .Ljl 
( t ) ' ·1' ' l"l""' or lt. &noLhe.r an-~ ., c.oos ~·- one can swe ... 1 up 1)ec1 ".;,c, , 

just as 0ne can) because of the pn iji -- that is, 
(one can s1Nol1 up) arr:L. 1 



Here the object of /yarlki-rni/ 'bite 1 and the subject of 

/marlaja.~purntuny-pard.t-ml/ 1 swell up. because oft are non-overt"' 

And I am assumi.ng the indefinite nonspeelf:tc reD.dlng to be correct, 

for I was not able to locate an antecedent in the larger context 

of the descriptive essay in which this sentence appears"' 

29"" An indef':i.ni te intorpJ>eta tion m:Lght invo1Vt3 binding by the 

existential quantifier., 
Cl'.A.lflV\vt 

I do not know logic, however, and 

therefore.Aexplore the implications of' this@ 

30. The following sentence -- extracted from an oral essay 

on the meaning of the verb /wamu-wanti-m:t/ 'enshroud (of fog)' --

would appear to be an exception to this statement: 

Ku.la-.lpa-rl ipa~,nyanu ya pa nya-ngkarla., 

( NEG·~AUX: imperf ~"lpl: incl-re fl person. see·~IRREALI S) 

1 We cannot see one another (when enshrouded by fog).' 

Here the nominal /ya pa/ t per· son t is the absolutive and is therefore 

1.'inked to thc.1 object argument.. One poss:Lb1e explanation for' this, 

and for similar sentences, is that the nominal is merely predicated 

of the object~ 5,.,eo,-'We cannot see one.another bodily, as person-,shape~~1ill 

or the likeu Predicational use of nominals is extremely prevalent in 

Walbirit it is, in fact, one of the primary means of incorporating 

multiple predications into single clauses. 

31. This is probably an obviation rule (cfe Jeanne, 1978, 

chapters 3 and 4)"' Hef1exive ob :i.8 [~'}.H'oximat€1 {necessarily 

coreferential with the subject), while-non-reflexive ob 

(necessarily non-coreferential with the subject)~ The object is 

alpha-bound to the subject if ob is alpha-proximate. 
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. dl.st:i.nct hut . -01.il'! \#rt!lfi 

It is somotimes poss:Lble Iorl\cor8t'eront1.al argument~ to be 

represented overtly by :nominals.. 'I'hus: for example, the f'ollovling 

is possible: 

Jakamarra-rlu. On•nyanu maki ti ma-~nu nyanungu-ku<> 

(J.akamarra-EHG AUX~perf-ref1 gun get~wPAS~l' him-DA'J:) 

•Jakamarra got a gun for himselfa' 

This is possible only for 11 adjunct" datives {benefactives, etc .. ), 

the semantic case constructions, and the possessive construction. 

It seems to me quite reasonable to suggest that an opacity cond1.tion 

(cfe Chomsky, 1978) operates to permit coreference here., IJ'he bene ctlve 

da. t:i.ve is very probably a two-place prod.lea te, roughly 

In the above sentencr~, the 1eft; ... argument posltion of the benefactlvo 

ls bound to the dlrect object of the verb (L,e., it is linked to 

/makl ti/ t gu.nt); the beneficiary, represE:mted by the overt thi:r'd perso.n 

pronom:i.nal /nyanungu/, is linked to the right-argrnnent position or the 

benefactlve predicate (i.,e.,, the 11 ob;joct 11 position) o I think it :U.~ 

reasonable to propose that the overt pronominal is, so to ap .9 in 

an 11 opaquou domain, into v1hich blndlng cannot penetrate .. 

Since th.e ri obj ec t 11 of the benefactive predlca te cannot bound to 

the arguments of the verb, i.t :Ls free to be indepenc'.ently evalua c:. 

'l'}J.is~ in f'ac t$ er·rn:i. ts coref'orence between /nyanungu/ and /,Jakarnarra/, 

but, of course, it is not an anaphoric connection involvinµ bind • 

32c cour•se, thero is the problem of determining which of thc:i 

two a:rgurnen ts is to be taken as the t• boi..md 11 one and, the ref ore, 

capable of independont evaluation. In Walbl.ri, evidently, procedcncn 

( d e f ' l
0 r8l cl 0 \i' '~ . .., 4· ho 1-'lH"l 1~ t· ·i' () 11 ·'"' ] "' ·t v··'l C -i- 'lr '" ) { 1 "' •" l'. c'.1 8·1 .c,· t 1'1<.:e. .1.'. :.l ~) U 0 - -:, . .- v J, t• ., , . __ . ,• , .. • .(:t _. ,., _,_ ' ln ,:, '" ~ _ • 

A 

binds the object, not :tx•lcLt.l:l.y, thir-l mean~::i tl1nt 



the erg.ativem rather than the '1.b-'3ol.u-t·l_11•::. wi"JJ bo C'"'pai.>le of t .~ ,, '· . _ __ ,;;_ ~ ... · ,u , " ove1~ -

nominal expression., 'I'hus 1 

Kurdu-ngku, O·~nyanu paju--rnu., 

(child-ERG AUX:perf-refl cut-PAST) 

"Ihe chl1.d cut itself., t 

and not 

(child AUX: perf-refl cu t-PAsrr) 

except, the r>eeding according to whlch -/kurdu/ is simply 

predicated of the subjeet argument (see footnote 30 above)., 

If precedence is the correct principle, ~t may have to be regarded 

as language specif tn systc:nns of this sor't, for in Nyangumarda 

(cf .. 0 1 G:racly, 1964,j, closely related to Walb 1 and aln10st certa:tnl:y-

of same 1 

which may be in a reflexive sentence. 

ositions in the sense of linear order 

ositlonsc, 'I'hus, tb_e auxil ry, under appropriate cond1tions, appears 

in 11 sec.:ond posit 11 ; tr1e quest :Lon word in a content quo:;; ti on appears 

in 11 initial pos:Lt:Lonn" But these are not positions wh.Lch can be ;it:l~ 

pulnted for parti cate les in a basic phrase :Jtructurt:;" 

340 If Navajo J_s a W·~Star language, thon one must be able to 

explain the existence of the phenomena described by ~aufman (1~71). 

Kau.fo1an presents as good a case for tran.sf'orma tions in Navajo a~:> any 

I have eve~r seen"' If transformations are impo::1sib1e 1n ·u~·Star-

then either Navajo is not a W-Star lanf~Uage, or else there must be a 

natural non-transf'orrnat:ionol account of the N·:i.vf.)-.io facts,, I nm incllr1c 

to hope very much for the latter rosult, but I have nothing al all 

to show at po an3 evont, Kuufman 1 $ 

and d otailc~cl fl g an exc lent ba s on w 



35Q Given sufficient powers of persuasion, I would attempt to 

argue that this does in fact pr~ tbat_Navajo is .not an X-Bar 

language$ To do this, it would be sufficient in my judgment to show 

that there is no way
1 

consistent with X-Bar theory, to account for 

(38) on the relevant reading.., This, in turn, would require one to 

show that other methods of providing· f~the non-overt expression of 

an argument ( e.., g@, It pronoun drop", or the optionality par•ens in 

phrase structure rules) is contrar·y to the essential 11 meaning 11 of' 

phrase atructuro ruleso I have no concrete suggestions to make, but 

I strongly suspect that the typological distinction is real and 

that 

what 

it wi.11 ultimately· be possible to define precisely what is and 
inherently 

l t 'ble . each of' t·~e t·,···o li'nguJ·_~ti.c types. s no 1\p o s s :i. . ,, in ,,,, ~ 1i " ~ ~ - w 

.·. 
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